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Statistics of the First Galois Cohomology Group:
A Refinement of Malle’s Conjecture
Brandon Alberts
Abstract
Malle proposed a conjecture for counting the number of G-extensions L{K with
discriminant bounded above by X, denoted NpK,G;Xq, where G is a fixed transitive
subgroup G Ă Sn and X tends towards infinity. We introduce a refinement of Malle’s
conjecture, if G is a group with a nontrivial Galois action then we consider the set of
1-coclasses in H1pK,Gq with bounded discriminant. This has a natural interpretation
given by counting G-extensions E{L for some fixed L and prescribed extension class
E{L{K.
If T is an abelian group with any Galois action, we compute the asymptotic main
term of this refined counting function for H1pK,T q and show that it is a natural
generalization of Malle’s conjecture. The proof technique is in essence an application of
a theorem of Wiles on generalized Selmer groups, and additionally gives the asymptotic
main term when restricted to certain local behaviors. As a consequence, whenever the
inverse Galois problem is solved for G Ă Sn over K and G has an abelian normal
subgroup T Ĳ G we prove a nontrivial lower bound for NpK,G;Xq given by a nonzero
power of X times a power of logX. For many groups, including many solvable groups,
these are the first known nontrivial lower bounds. These bounds prove Malle’s predicted
lower bounds for a large family of groups, and for an infinite subfamily they generalize
Klu¨ners’ counter example to Malle’s conjecture and verify the corrected lower bounds
predicted by Turkelli.
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1 Introduction
Number field counting problems began by asking questions about how many number
fields there are with bounded discriminant. In the study of this topic, the problem
naturally partitioned into counting number fields with prescribed Galois group. Malle
[24] [25] collected this problem together under the roof of a single conjecture. Let K
be a number field and GK “ GalpK{Kq be its absolute Galois group throughout the
paper. If L{K is a degree n extension, we refer to the Galois group GalpL{Kq Ă Sn as
the Galois group of the Galois closure of L{K together with the action permuting the
n embeddings of L into the algebraic closure K. If G Ă Sn is a transitive permutation
group, we may ask how many degree n extensions L{K there are with GalpL{Kq – G
and bounded discriminant, i.e. what is the size of the counting function
NpK,G;Xq :“ #tL{K : rL : Ks “ n,GalpL{Kq – G,NK{QpdiscpL{Kqq ă Xu.
Malle gave theoretical evidence suggesting how this function should grow asymptoti-
cally as X tends to infinity. This is often referred to as the “Strong Form” of Malle’s
conjecture.
Conjecture 1.1 (Strong Form of Malle’s Conjecture). Let G Ă Sn be a transitive
subgroup and define the class function ind : G Ñ Z by indpgq “ n ´ #torbits of gu.
Then
NpK,G;Xq „ cpK,GqX1{apGqplogXqbpK,Gq´1,
where apGq “ ming‰1 indpgq and
bpK,Gq “ # ptconjugacy class C Ă G : indpCq “ apGqu{χq
is the number of orbits under the action by the cyclotomic character χ : GK Ñ Zˆ on
the set of conjugacy classes, where the action is given by σ.g “ gχpσq.
This conjecture is known to be true in the following cases:
• G abelian was proven by Wright [35],
• G “ Sn for n “ 3 by Datskovsky-Wright [11] and n “ 4, 5 by Bhargava-Shankar-
Wang [6],
• D4 Ă S4 over K “ Q by Cohen-Diaz y Diaz-Olivier [9],
• S3 Ă S6 by Bhargava-Wood [8],
• C2 ≀H for many groups H by Klu¨ners [21],
• Sn ˆA for n “ 3, 4, 5 and |A| coprime to 2, 6, 30 respectively by Wang [32],
• D4 Ă S8 in an upcoming preprint by Shankar-Varma [30],
• T ≀ B for T either abelian or S3 and B any group such that NpK,B;Xq grows
sufficiently slowly in an upcoming preprint of Lemke Oliver-Wang-Wood [23].
Unfortunately, Malle’s conjecture is not true in general. Klu¨ners showed that for G “
C3 ≀ C2 and K “ Q Malle’s predicted log factor is too small [19].
The X factor is generally believed to be correct, which leads many authors to
consider a weaker version of this conjecture:
Conjecture 1.2 (Weak Form of Malle’s Conjecture). Let G Ă Sn be a transitive
subgroup and define the class function ind : G Ñ Z by indpgq “ n ´ #torbits of gu.
Then
X
1{apGq ! NpK,G;Xq ! X1{apGq`ǫ,
where apGq “ ming‰1 indpgq.
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The weak form has no known counterexamples, and more information is known for
several different groups G.
• The weak form holds for G nilpotent in the regular representation by Klu¨ners-
Malle [22],
• The upper bound holds for G a p-group by Klu¨ners-Malle [22],
• The lower bound holds for G “ Dp for p an odd prime overK “ Q by Klu¨ners [20],
as well as the upper bound conditional on Cohen-Lenstra heuristics,
• The upper bound holds for G nilpotent in any representation by the author in [2],
• The upper bound holds for G solvable in any representation conditional on the
ℓ-torsion conjecture for class groups by the author in [2].
• The lower bound holds for G over K such that p|G|, |µpKq|q “ 1 by Agboola [1].
In particular, this is a subfamily of odd solvable groups.
There are nontrivial upper bounds for all groups G which are not believed to be
sharp. Such examples can be found in papers by the author [2], Dummit [13], Ellenberg-
Venkatesh [14], and Schmidt [27]. Nontrivial lower bounds tend to be rarer in the
literature, and are not known for every group (such a result would solve the inverse
Galois problem!). Besides the groups listed above for which Malle’s predicted lower
bound is known, the author is only aware of the following nontrivial lower bounds:
• If the inverse Galois probelm is solved for G over K and Z ď G is a central
subgroup, then NpK,G;Xq " X ℓnpℓ´1q for ℓ the smallest prime dividing |Z| by
Klu¨ners-Malle [22],
• NpQ, Sn;Xq " X1{n by Malle [24],
• NpK, Sn;Xq " X
1
2
´ 1
n2 by Ellenberg-Venkatesh [14],
• NpQ, Sn;Xq " X 12` 1n by Bhargava-Shankar-Wang [7],
• NpQ, A4;Xq " X 12 by Baily [4],
• NpQ, An;Xq " X
n!´2
n!p4n´4q by Pierce-Turnage-Butterbaugh-Wood [26],
• NpQ, G;Xq " X
|G|´1
d|G|p2n´2q whenever there exists a regular polynomial inQrX, T1, ..., Tss
with Galois group G and degree ď d in the T variables by Pierce-Turnage-
Butterbaugh-Wood [26].
Klu¨ners-Malle show that their bound realizes Malle’s predicted lower bounds if G
is a nilpotent group in the regular representation, and comment that it realizes the
predicted lower bound in some other cases (for example, any group C2 ˆ H in the
regular representation).
One of the modern approaches to Malle’s conjecture is inductively counting exten-
sions. These methods are used to prove Malle’s conjecture in the only large families
of nonabelian groups for which the conjecture is known, namely C2 ≀H , Sn ˆ A, and
T ≀ B for NpK,B;Xq growing slow enough, as well as for both transitive representa-
tions of D4. Fix a finite group G, and say we want to count G-extensions F {K ordered
by some invariant. If G is not a simple group, we could potentially break down this
counting problem into two separate counting problems. We adopt the very intuitive
notation introduced in an upcoming preprint by Lemke Oliver-Wang-Wood [23]. Sup-
pose T Ĳ G is a normal subgroup with quotient group G{T “ B. Any G-extension
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F {K decomposes into a tower of fields:
K
L
F
B
T
We may think of “T” as standing for “top extension” and “B” as standing for “bottom
extension” to help us keep track of the notation. Inductive approaches to Malle’s
conjecture and number field counting involve first counting the number of T -extensions
F {L, then summing over B-extensions L{K. If we can put some control on the total
Galois group GalpF {Kq, we could hope to decompose Malle’s counting function as
NpK,G;Xq “
ÿ
GalpL{Kq–B
NK{QpdiscpL{Kqq
|T |ăX
#
$&%F {L : GalpF {Lq – T,GalpF {Kq – G,NL{QpdiscpF {Lqq ď X
NK{QpdiscpL{Kqq|T |
,.- .
This almost looks like ÿ
L{K
N
ˆ
L, T ;
X
NK{QpdiscpL{Kqq|T |
˙
,
which we should be able to evaluate with proper uniformity estimates. For example,
this is the approach taken by Wang [32] for G “ Sn ˆ A, where she takes T “ A
and B “ Sn. One of the tricky parts of this approach is dealing with the condition
GalpF {Kq – G, it is not always clear which T -extensions of L correspond to this total
Galois group over K. In a work in progress, Lemke Oliver, Wang, and Wood [23] make
this approach work for certain groups by additionally considering local behavior at
finitely many places. For example, if G “ T ≀B, then a T -extension of L can be forced
to have total Galois group G by considering extensions with Ip1 ‰ 1 and Ipi “ 1 for
all places pi of L dividing a fixed place p of K.
This approach becomes trickier when G is not as nice of an extension of B by T , and
it is not necessarily clear that we can choose local conditions to force the total Galois
group we want in all cases. The issue starts with an embedding problem: suppose
γ : GK Ñ GalpL{Kq – B is the quotient map defining the bottom extension. When
does there exist a lift rγ : GK Ñ G such that the diagram
GK
1 T G B 1
γ
rγ
commutes? If T is a central subgroup of G, then this embedding problem has a solution
if and only if the corresponding local embedding problems have solutions (for a good
reference, see Serre’s Topics in Galois Theory [28]). In this case, this style of approach
has led to new results in the study of nonabelian Cohen-Lenstra moments for nilpotent
groups G such as in joint work of the author with Klys [3]. When T is not central, this
problem becomes much harder and much less is known.
One of the key ideas in this paper is to push the issues of solving the embedding
problem to the side. Fix an extension L{K and an isomorphism ιB : GalpL{Kq „ÝÑ B
and suppose we already know that there exists at least one extension F {L{K such
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that GalpF {Kq – G, with surjective map given by π : GK ։ G. Let α denote the
isomorphism class of the extension G of B by T (if T is abelian, then we may view α as
a 2-coclass in H2pB,T q). Call a tuple pF {L{K,φ : GalpF {Kq „ÝÑ Gq an α-extension
of L{K if the following diagram commutes:
GalpF {Kq GalpL{Kq
G B
φ ιB
Let NpL{K,α;Xq denote the number of α-extensions F {L{K with discpF {Kq ă X.
We will discuss how to count the number of such towers F {L{K with L fixed when we
know there is at least one, which isolates the obstructions arising from the embedding
problem away from the analytic and statistical results.
Lemma 1.3. Fix a homomorphism π : GK Ñ G, and let T π be the group T with the
Galois action x.t “ tπpxq. Then there is a bijection
Z
1pGK , T πq Ø tπ1 P HompGK , Gq : πpxqT “ π1pxqT u
given by the map f ÞÑ f ˚ π, where pf ˚ πqpxq “ fpxqπpxq. We will often omit the π
and just write T when the action is clear from context.
The surjective homomorphisms on the right-hand side are exactly the α-extensions
F {L{K under the Galois correspondance. So, up to issues of surjectivity, α-extensions
are in bijection with crossed homomorphisms Z1pGK , T πq.
We define the π-discriminant on crossed homomorphisms to be the pull-back of the
usual discriminant of the fixed field of a surjective homomorphism under the bijection
between α-extensions and Z1pGK , T πq, which is given by
discπpfq “ discpf ˚ πq .
Lemma 1.4. The π-discriminant factors through the Galois cohomology group H1pK,T πq.
This tells us that counting α-extensions is essentially the same as counting 1-
coclasses
NpL{K,α;Xq « “surjective” elements of H1 pK, T π;Xq ,
where π is one solution to the embedding problem for α over L{K and H1pK, T π;Xq
denotes the number of 1-coclasses with π-discriminant bounded by X. Here we take
“surjective” to mean that f corresponds to a surjective solution to the embedding
problem GK Ñ G. The « comes from a constant factor |T π{pT πqGK | “ |T {TG|
coming from the coboundary relation.
This introduces a new arithmetic statistics question:
Question 1. How do H1pK,T π;Xq and NpL{K,α;Xq grow as X tends towards 8?
We can think of this as a direct generalization to classical number field counting
problems and Malle’s conjecture, where Malle predicts the growth of
NpK, T ;Xq “ surjective elements of HompGK , T ;Xq
when T has the trivial Galois action.
We extrapolate the heuristic justifications of Malle’s conjecture to make a prediction
for this behavior. In particular, we prove that the Malle-Bhargava principle [5] [34]
gives the following prediction to this generalized question:
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Malle-Bhargava Prediction. Fix G Ă Sn, T Ĳ G, and π : GK Ñ G a homomor-
phism. Define the class function indpgq “ n´#torbits of gu. Then
NpL{K,α;Xq „ cpK,T qX1{apT qplogXqbpK,Tπ q´1.
where apT q “ mintPT´t1u indptq and
bpK,T πq “ # `tconjugacy class C Ă T : indpCq “ apT qu{π ˚ χ´1˘
is the number of orbits under the composite action given by π and the cyclotomic
character χ : GK Ñ Zˆ on the set of conjugacy classes, where the action is given by
σ.g “ gπpσqχpσq´1.
The invariants apT q and bpK,T πq exactly correspond to Malle’s predicted invari-
ants, where we make sure to account for the extra “conjugates” under the Galois action
by π. Of course, we know Malle’s conjecture is not true as stated, there are known
counter examples such as G “ C3 ≀C2 by Klu¨ners [19]. We should be hesitant to make
new, wider reaching conjectures before fixing Malle’s original conjecture.
In this paper we begin the process of justifying a prediction of this form, discussing
what it would take to be internally consistent and consistent with Malle’s conjecture
as well as proposed corrections of Malle’s conjecture. In certain cases where Malle’s
conjecture fails, such as G “ C3 ≀C2, this refinement highlights the issues more clearly
and suggests what we might want to change in order to repair Malle’s conjecture. We
will compare these insights to Turkelli’s proposed correction to Malle’s conjecture [31].
To lend more credence to the idea that something of this form should be true,
we prove it when T is abelian. The first infinite family of groups for which Malle’s
conjecture was verified is the family of abelian groups, proven by Wright [35], and we
see Wright’s result as a special case of the following theorems for abelian groups with
arbitrary Galois actions:
Theorem 1.5. Fix G Ă Sn a transitive subgroup, T Ĳ G an abelian normal subgroup,
and π : GK Ñ G a homomorphism inducing a Galois action on T by conjugtion. Then
|H1pK,T π;Xq| „ cpK, T πqX1{apT qplogXqbpK,Tπq´1,
where
apT q “ min
tPT´t1u
indptq,
and
bpK,T πq “ #tt Ă T : indptq “ apT qu{π ˚ χ´1,
i.e. the number of orbits under the action x.t “ tπpxqχpxq´1.
We actually prove a more general result where we are allowed to restrict to certain
local behaviors, such as requiring the 1-coclasses to be unramified at a fixed finite set
of places, as well as counting under different orderings of the 1-coclasses such as taking
the norm of the product of ramified primes to be bounded by X. By carefully applying
an inclusion-exclusion argument, we can backtrack to α-extensions to prove that
Corollary 1.6. Fix G Ă Sn a transitive subgroup, T Ĳ G an abelian normal subgroup
with B :“ G{T , and α P H2pB, T q. If L{K is a fixed B-extension and there exists a
(not necessarily surjective) solution π to the embedding problem for α, then
NpL{K,α;Xq „ cpK{L, αqX1{apT qplogXqbpK,Tπq´1.
In particular, the existence of a non-surjective solution to the embedding problem for α
implies the existence of a surjective solution.
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Again we prove this result for restricted local conditions and more general orderings.
We also prove sufficient conditions for 100% of 1-coclasses to be surjective, so that in
these special cases
NpL{K,α;Xq „ |T {TG| ¨ |H1pK,T π;Xq| .
This can be considered “step 1” of a two step process outlined by Lemke Oliver-
Wang-Wood [23] for employing inductive methods to solve Malle’s conjecture for non-
simple groups. Step 1 would be counting the top extensions NpL{K,α;Xq, as the result
above does for T abelian. Step 2 would be summing this result over the B-extensions
L{K. Controlling for the total Galois group is one of the main obstructions for this
method in step 1, which is completely solved in Corollary 1.6 for T abelian. This
opens the door to applying this process to many more groups, where it now suffices to
consider step 2.
The major obstacle for Step 2 is the question of uniformity: we cannot necessarily
sum up NpL{K,α;Xq and expect the behavior to be nice unless we also know that
the rate at which NpL{K,α;Xq approaches X1{apT qplogXqbpK,Tπ q´1 is uniform in the
base field L{K. Future work on Malle’s conjecture will involve combining the methods
of Lemke Oliver-Wang-Wood [?] with the results of this paper to prove some uniform
results. Even without answering any questions on uniformity we can use the results of
this paper as a lower bound for the number of G-extensions as in Malle’s conjecture
proper.
Corollary 1.7. Fix G Ă Sn a transitive subgroup, T Ĳ G an abelian normal subgroup,
and suppose there exists at least one G-extension F {K. Then for the corresponding
π : GK ։ GalpF {Kq
NpK,G;Xq " X1{apT qplogXqbpK,Tπ q´1.
Moreover, in special cases we do better:
(i) If there exists t P T with indptq “ apGq, then
NpK,G;Xq " X1{apGq,
which satisfies Malle’s predicted weak lower bound.
(ii) If tg P G : indpgq “ apGqu Ă T , then
NpK,G;Xq " X1{apGqplogXqBpK,Gq´1,
where BpK,Gq is the corrected power of logX given by Turkelli [31]. This satisfies
Turkelli’s correction to Malle’s predicted strong lower bound.
These lower bounds can be considered the greatest possible generalization of Klu¨ners’
arguments showing that C3 ≀ C2 is a counter-example to Malle’s conjecture. This is
a great improvement on known lower bounds, realizing conjecturally sharp bounds in
many cases. As a consequence, we prove nontrivial lower bounds for every solvable
group over every base field.
Corollary 1.8. For any solvable transitive subgroup G Ă Sn and any number field K,
there exists an integer 0 ă a ă n depending only on G such that
NpK,G;Xq " X 1a .
In particular, Corollary 1.7 implies that we can choose
a “ mintindpgq : g P G´ t1u and g commutes with its conjugatesu .
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For many solvable groups with p|G|, |µpKq|q ‰ 1 (in particular even solvable groups)
this is the first known nontrivial lower bound, and is at least as large as X
1
n´1 . These
bounds are at least as good as the bounds for groups with a central subgroup proven
by Klu¨ners-Malle [22], and strictly better than bounds for solvable groups with regular
polynomials proven by Pierce-Turnage-Butterbaugh-Wood [26].
1.1 Layout of the paper
This paper is separated into three main parts.
In the first part, we give a more detailed discussion of α-extensions and prove
Lemma 1.3 and Lemma 1.4 stated above. We prove that the Malle-Bhargava principle
gives the prediction listed in the introduction by computing the rightmost pole of an
appropriate Euler product of local factors. This highlights the analogy with Malle’s
original conjecture and provides compelling evidence that counting 1-coclasses is a
natural generalization with similar behavior. We also discuss issues of consistency in
the Malle-Bhargava principle, and the relationship to Malle’s original conjecture. Of
particular interest is the relationship of this refined problem to counter examples to
Malle’s conjecture. In the case of G “ C3 ≀ C2, G fits into an exact sequence
1 C23 G C2 1.
Call this extension class α. When counting G-extensions of Q, Klu¨ners noted that if
you fix the quadratic subfield the behavior depends on the choice of quadratic field.
Phrased in the language of α-extensions, Klu¨ners concluded that if L{Q is a quadratic
field then
NpL{Q, α;Xq «
#
X1{2 logX L “ Qpζ3q
X1{2 L ‰ Qpζ3q.
Malle predicts that NpQ, G;Xq „ cX1{2, so the case where L “ Qpζ3q is too large for
Malle’s prediction to hold. When counting α-extensions, we can see where the issue
arises in Klu¨ners’ counter example. If π : GK ։ C2 is the quotient map defining L{Q,
the composite action π˚χ´1 on C23 has some redundancy in the case L “ Qpζ3q. Malle’s
original conjecture essentially assumes independence of the action by conjugation π and
the cyclotomic action, which we can see in Klu¨ners example is just not always true.
We make a comparison of this insight with Turkelli’s proposed correction to Malle’s
conjecture [31], showing that Turkelli’s corrections predict this behavior and suggests
that this composite action π˚χ´1 is the more natural relation to consider when counting
α-extensions and 1-coclasses.
In the second part of this paper we will prove a more general result about counting
1-coclasses with bounded discriminants, from which Theorem 1.5 will be a special case.
The nontrivial Galois action on T prevents us from following the same approach Wright
uses to count abelian extensions, as 1-cocycles will not always factor through the group
of ideles. Rather than approaching the problem via idelic class field theory, we take
a different approach via a theorem of Wiles [33] on generalized Selmer groups. If
L “ pLpq is a family of subgroups Lp ď H1pKp, T q of local cohomology groups, Wiles
defines the corresponding generalized Selmer group to be
H
1
LpK,T q “ tf P H1pK,T q : @p, resppfq P Lpu.
If Lp “ H1urpKp, T q is the kernel of the restriction to H1pIp, T q for all but finitely many
places p, Wiles proves that
|H1LpK,T q| «
ź
p
|Lp|
|H0pKp, T q| ,
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which is approximately a product of local densities. We use this to decompose the
Dirchlet series ÿ
fPH1
L
pK,T q
NK{Qpdiscpfqq´s
into a finite sum of Euler products, from which we explicitely compute a meromorphic
continuation and the rightmost poles. Applying a general Tauberian theorem will prove
a so-called “aymptotic Wiles’ Theorem” for counting 1-coclasses in an infinite Selmer
group H1LpK,T q with bounded discriminant.
We conclude with a section on number field counting, where we give the explicit
proofs of Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6 as special cases of the asymptotic Wiles’ The-
orem. From here we prove the lower bounds for Malle’s conjecture given in Corollary
1.7 and Corollary 1.8.
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2 α-extensions
Fix a transitive subgroup G Ă Sn. There are two different conventions for counting
number fields with Galois group G Ă Sn, which are essentially equivalent:"
L{K degree n with GalprL{Kq – G
ordered by discpL{Kq
*
Ø
#rL{K Galois with GalprL{Kq – G
ordered by the discriminant
of a degree n subfield
+
,
where the correspondance is |G|
n
-to-1. Thus, up to a constant, counting number fields
from either perspective amounts to an equivalent result. A majority of authors working
in the area of number field counting pick one perspective and stick with it, and we will
do the same. It will be convenient to deal only with Galois extensions, so we will work
on the right hand side of this correspondance. All field extensions will be Galois unless
stated otherwise.
2.1 Preliminaries
Throughout this section, fix a transitive subgroup G Ă Sn, a normal subgroup T Ĳ G,
and an extension class
α : 1 T G B 1 .
Definition 2.1. If L{K is an extension together with an isomorphism ιB : GalpL{Kq Ñ
B, an α-extension of L{K is an extension F {L{K together with an isomorphism
φ : GalpF {Kq Ñ G such that the following diagram commutes:
GalpF {Kq GalpL{Kq
G B
φ ιB
Write NpL{K,αq for the set of α-extensions.
2.1.1 Bijection with 1-cocycles
The Galois correspondence gives a bijection between α-extensions and surjective ho-
momorphisms γ : GK ։ G which are equal to ιB after composition with the quotient
map G Ñ B, written γ ” ιB mod T . Lemma 1.3 gives an alternate formulation of
homomorphisms like this via a bijection with the set of crossed homomorphisms, or
1-cocycles, whenever there exists at least one α-extension π. This gives a bijection
NpL{K,αq Ø  f P Z1pGK , T πq | f ˚ π surjective( .
Proof of Lemma 1.3. Consider the quotient map
HompGK , Gq HompGK , G{T q,q˚
and fix some π P HompGK , Gq. Then
q
´1
˚ pq˚pπqq “ tπ1 P HompGK , Gq : πpxqT “ π1pxqT u.
Suppsoe q˚pπ1q “ q˚pπq. Then π1 ˚ π´1 is a map GK Ñ T , and
pπ1 ˚ π´1qpxyq “ π1pxqπ1pyqπ´1pyqπ´1pxq
“ pπ1 ˚ π´1qpxqpπ1 ˚ π´1qpyqπpxq
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is a crossed homomorphism in Z1pGK , T πq. Conversely, if f P Z1pGK , T πq, then
f ˚ π : GK Ñ G is a homomorphism as
pf ˚ πqpxyq “ fpxyqπpxyq
“ fpxqfpyqxπpxqπpyq
“ fpxqπpxqfpyqπpyq
“ pf ˚ πqpxqpf ˚ πqpyq.
2.1.2 The pi-Discriminant
We introduced the π-discriminant on crossed homomorphisms to be
discπpfq “ discpf ˚ πq ,
however we need to be clear about what we mean by discpf ˚ πq. If f ˚ π is surjective,
then it corresponds to an α-extension F {L{K with F being the fixed field of f ˚π. We
defined the counting function
NpL{K,α;Xq “ # tpF {L{K, φq | discpF {Kq ă Xu ,
so we take discpf ˚ πq to be the usual discriminant of a degree n subfield of the fixed
field whenever f ˚ π is surjective. We want to extend this definition to non-surjective
homomorphisms, so that we can instead compute the size of the sets
Z
1pK,T π;Xq “  f P Z1pK,T πq | discπpfq ă X(
and then perform a Mo¨bius inversion to obtain information on NpL{K,α;Xq. For
non-surjective homomorphisms, we no longer want to take the usual discriminant of a
subfield of the fixed field. The essential property we need our discriminant to have is
that it is determined locally, i.e. νppdiscpπqq depends only on π|Ip . The degree of the
fixed field is a global property, and if that degree changes it can change the discriminant
of the fixed field.
Example: Fix an ismorphism GabQ “
ś
pă8 IppQab{Qq via Kronecker-Weber and
let τp be a generator of the tame inertia at p. We define two tamely ramified homo-
morphisms π1, π2 : GQ Ñ Z{4Z by
π1pτpq “
$’&’%
2 p “ 3
1 p “ 5
0 p ∤ 158 ,
π2pτpq “
#
2 p “ 3
0 p ∤ 38 .
The first map is surjective and tamely ramified. Z{4Z Ă S4 necessarily has the regular
representation, which implies the power of a prime dividing the discriminant is given
by 4´#torbits π1ptpqu so that
|discpπ1q| “ 34´2 ¨ 54´1 “ 32 ¨ 53 .
Meanwhile, the fixed field of π2 is a quadratic field ramified only at 3, i.e. is equal to
Qp?´3q. This discriminant is given by
|discpQp?´3q{Qq| “ 3 .
However, π1 and π2 are locally the same at the place 3. This shows that the degree of
the fixed field is some global invariant affecting the dscriminant of the fixed field.
We instead use the following definition for the discriminant:
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Definition 2.2. Given a transitive subgroup G Ă Sn define the discriminant disc :
HompGK , Gq Ñ IK by
νppdiscpπqq “
ÿ
orbits O of πpIpq
8ÿ
i“0
ˆ |O|
|O{πpGp,iq| ´ 1
˙
,
where Gp,i is the i
th higher ramification group at p given in the lower numbering. In
particular, if π is tamely ramified at p then
νppdiscpπqq “ n´#torbits πpIpqu .
This is defined locally from the start, so we need not worry about a global invariant
showing up. In the above example, we check locally at p “ 3 under the regular
representation Z{4Z Ă S4 to find it is tamely ramifed and
ν3pdiscpπ2qq “
ÿ
orbits O of πpIpq
ˆ |O|
|O{πpIpq| ´ 1
˙
“ p|2Z{4Z| ´ 1q ` p|1` 2Z{4Z| ´ 1q
“ 2 ,
which agrees with ν3pdiscpπ1qq.
We prove the following lemma to make sure we can use this “locally defined” dis-
criminant to get the same counting function NpL{K,α;Xq.
Lemma 2.3. If π : GK ։ G is surjective, then discpπq is equal to the discriminant of
a degree n subfield of the fixed field of π.
Proof. Given G Ă Sn and a surjective homomorphism π : GK ։ G, let F be the fixed
field of π. We get a degree n subfield of F as the fixed field of Sn´1 Ă Sn the stabilizer of
1, where G Ă Sn acts on the cosets Sn´1zG by left multiplication. The places p | p are
then in 1-to-1 correspondance with the orbits of the decomposition group Gp,´1 under
this action. The ith higher ramification group in the degree n subfield corresponds to
an orbit of Gp,i inside the corresponding orbit of Gp,´1. The higher ramification groups
are normal in the decomposition group, so these all have the same size. The exponent
formula for the different then implies the power of p dividing discpFSn´1{Kq is exactlyÿ
orbits O of πpGp,´1q
|O|
|orbit of πpGp,0q in O|
8ÿ
i“0
p|orbit of πpGp,iq in O| ´ 1q .
All higher ramification groups are normal, so all orbits have the same size. |O| divided
by the size of an orbit is then the number of orbits, so it follows that this is equivalent
to ÿ
orbits O of πpGp,´1q
»– ÿ
orbits O1 of πpGp,0q in O
1 ¨
8ÿ
i“0
p|orbit of πpGp,iq in O| ´ 1q
fifl
“
ÿ
orbits O of πpGp,0q
8ÿ
i“0
p|orbit of πpGp,iq in O| ´ 1q
Again, all higher ramification groups are normal in Gp,0, so the size of an orbit of
πpGp,iq in O is equal to |O|{|O{πpGp,iq|. This implies
νppdiscpFSn´1{Kqq “
ÿ
orbits O of πpGp,0q
8ÿ
i“0
ˆ |O|
|O{πpGp,iq| ´ 1
˙
,
which agrees with νppdiscpπqq.
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Through the course of this paper we will consider α-extensions as both correspond-
ing to crossed homomorphisms Z1pK,T πq as well as 1-coclasses H1pK,T πq. The two
perspectives have different benefits, and Lemma 1.4 shows that the π-discriminant fac-
tors through the coboundary relation so that we can pass the counting problem through
the relation to get
H
1pK,T π;Xq “  f P H1pK,T πq | discπpfq ă X( .
Depending on the context, we will make use of either Z1pK,T π;Xq or H1pK, T π;Xq.
Proof of Lemma 1.4. Suppose f P Z1pK,T πq and t P T . Denote by f 1 P Z1pK,T πq
the crossed homomorphism sending x ÞÑ t´1fpxqtπpxq, which is equivalent to f under
the coboundary relation. Then for any x P GK , it follows that
pf 1 ˚ πqpxq “ t´1fpxqtπpxqπpxq
“ t´1fpxqπpxqt
“ pf ˚ πqpxqt´1 .
This implies f 1 ˚ π is conjugate to f ˚ π. In particular, pf 1 ˚ πqpGp,iq is conjugate to
pf ˚ πqpGp,iq for all higher ramification groups. The number of orbits of an element in
Sn is determined by its cycle type, which is invariant under conjugation. The number
of orbits of a group H ď Sn is invariant under conjugation by the same argument.
The discriminant discpf ˚ πq is determined by the number of orbits of pf ˚ πqpGp,iq for
all higher ramification groups, which we determined is independent of the coboundary
relation. This implies discpf ˚πq factors through H1pK,T πq, concluding the proof.
2.2 The Malle-Bhargava Principle
Both 1-coclasses and 1-cocycles behave very similarly to homomorphisms. In particular,
every place p of K comes with restriction maps
resp : Z
1pK,T πq Ñ Z1pKp, T πq
which factor through the coboundary relation
resp : H
1pK,T πq Ñ H1pKp, T πq.
When deciding on a counting principle, we need to decide which of these two functions
are the right choice for making predictions. We remark that when π is the trivial
action, we get the equality
Z
1pK,T q “ HompGK , T q ,
whose surjective elements are the object of study in Malle’s original conjecture and in
the Malle-Bhargava principle. Meanwhile,
H
1pK,T q “ HompGK , T q{conjugacy ,
so that 1-coclasses only count maps up to conjugacy. When dealing with non-surjective
maps this can make it tricky to go from counting results on H1pK,T q back to counting
results on HompGK , T ;Xq. This is not an issue for surjective maps, and we show via
the following lemma that either counting function will produce equivalent results:
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Lemma 2.4. Fix a transitive subgroup G Ă Sn, and normal subgroup T Ĳ G, and an
α-extension π. Then
NpL{K,α;Xq “#  f P Z1pK,T π;Xq | f ˚ π surjective(
“|T {TG| ¨#  f P H1pK,T π;Xq | f ˚ π surjective( ,
where TG is the subgroup of T fixed by the conjugation action of G.
Proof. The first equality is immediate from Lemma 1.3.
For the second equality, we remark that if fpxq and tfpxqt´πpxq are equivalent under
the coboundary relation, then
ptfpxqt´πpxqqπpxq “ pf ˚ πqpxqt .
The image pf ˚πqpGKq “ G is invariant under conjugation, which implies it is invariant
under the coboundary relation. This implies that surjectivity of f ˚π is a well-deffined
property of a 1-coclass f P H1pK,T πq. It now suffices to show that the equivalence
classes of surjective maps under the coboundary relation all have size |T {TG|. This
is immediate from the standard group theory fact that the map T Ñ AutpGq sending
t to the automorphism by conjugation is a homomorphism with kernel TG, and that
surjective f ˚ π satisfies
pf ˚ πqpxq “ pf ˚ πqpxqt
if and only if g “ gt for all g P G.
If we count NpL{K,α;Xq via a Tauberian theorem on the Dirichlet seriesÿ
fPNpL{K,αq
NK{Qpdiscπpfqq´s ,
the Malle-Bhargava principle states that it should behave like an Euler product of
local factors. This Dirchlet series is equivalent to both of the following series as a
consequence of Lemma 2.4ÿ
fPZ1pK,Tπq
surjective
NK{Qpdiscπpfqq´s “ |T {TG|
ÿ
fPH1pK,Tπq
surjective
NK{Qpdiscπpfqq´s .
We need to decide which local factors we should make use of to extend the Malle-
Bhargava principle to groups with nontrivial actions. Noting that Z1pK,T πq specializes
to HompGK , T q under the trivial action, we can consider the Euler product
ź
p
1
|T |
¨˝ ÿ
fpPZ1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s‚˛
as a natural extension of the local series given by Bhargava
ź
p
1
|G|
¨˝ ÿ
fpPHompKp,T q
NK{Qpdiscpfpqq´s‚˛ .
The Malle-Bhargava principle states that this local series should be arithmetically
equivalent to the global series, i.e. it should have the same rightmost pole of the same
order.
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Theorem 2.5. Let T be a group with a Galois action π : GK Ñ AutpT q. Then the
Dirichlet series ź
p
1
|T |
¨˝ ÿ
fpPZ1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s‚˛
has a meromorphic continuation to an open neighborhood of ℜpsq ě 1{apT q with a
single pole at s “ 1{apT q of order bpK,T πq, where
apT q “ min
tPT´t1u
indptq
bpK,T πq “ # `t conjugacy class C Ă ApT qu{π ˚ χ´1˘ ,
with ApT q “ tt P T | indptq “ apT qu and χ : GK Ñ Zˆˆ the cyclotomic character.
This generalizes the behavior of the local series proposed by the original Malle-
Bhargava principle, and applying a Tauberian theorem gives the prediction outlined in
the introduction
NpL{K,α;Xq „ cpL{K,αqX1{apT qplogXqbpK,Tπq´1 .
There is another choice for a local series given by 1-coclasses we could have consid-
ered instead: ź
p
1
|H0pKp, T πq|
¨˝ ÿ
fpPH1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s‚˛ .
The coboundary relation does not generally give equivalence classes of the same size.
This means that in this local series, the fp may be over- or under-counted depending
on how conjugation acts on the image pfp ˚ πqpGKpq. This is a departure from the
global behavior, as when counting NpL{K,α;Xq we do not have a reason to believe
that certain local behaviors are counted differently depending on the image of the
decomposition group. For general groups T this may make it difficult to use powerful
local-to-global results in Galois cohomology, but in special cases this is equavalent to
the local series over Z1.
Proposition 2.6. If T is abelian, then
ź
p
1
|T |
¨˝ ÿ
fpPZ1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s‚˛“ź
p
1
|H0pKp, T πq|
¨˝ ÿ
fpPH1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s‚˛ .
Proof. For T abelian, the coboundary relation is given by the quotient relation by the
group of 1-coboundaries B1pKp, T πq. This group has size |pT πq{pT πqGKp |. Therefore
ź
p
1
|T |
¨˝ ÿ
fpPZ1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s‚˛
“
ź
p
|pT πq{pT πqGKp |
|T |
¨˝ ÿ
fpPH1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s‚˛
“
ź
p
1
|pT πqGKp |
¨˝ ÿ
fpPH1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s‚˛
“
ź
p
1
|H0pKp, T πq|
¨˝ ÿ
fpPH1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s‚˛ .
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In Sections 3 and 4 we verify the Malle-Bhargava principle when T is abelian. We
make use of Wiles’ Theorem, which is a powerful tool in Galois cohomology, to count
both globally and locally with 1-coclasses. Proposition 2.6 shows that this is equiv-
alent to counting with crossed homomorphisms, so that verfiying the Malle-Bhargava
principle for T abelian can be done with either Z1 or H1.
The remainder of this subsection is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.5. This proof
is broken into three parts, where we prove some analytic results in greater generality.
The first part of the proof is a computation of the location and orders of poles of
Euler products of so-called “Frobenian polynomials”. When proving the asymptotic
Wiles Thoerem in Section 3, we will make use of these analytic results to compute the
locations and orders of poles of certein Euler products. In the second part of the proof
we show that the local factors in Theorem 2.5 are given by “Frobenian polynomials”.
The third and final part is a computation of the invariants apT q and bpK,T πq.
2.2.1 Euler Products of Frobenian Polynomials
We utilize the language of Frobenian functions as defined in [29].
Definition 2.7. We call a function ϕ : tplaces of Ku Ñ Ω Frobenian in F{K if there
exists a finite set of places S and a class function GalpF {Kq Ñ Ω (also denoted ϕ by
abuse of notation) such that for any p R S,
ϕppq “ ϕpFrpq .
Frobenian functions occur implicitly in the original Malle-Bhargava principle, as
the local Euler factors depend on the class
´
Qpµnq{Q
p
¯
. When dealing with 1-coclasses,
we have to deal with the the action by π also affecting what the Euler factors look
like, and it is convenient to treat the general case of Frobenian maps. Frei-Loughran-
Newton [15] [16] utilize these ideas to count abelian extensions with infinitely many
local conditions, and in particular [16, Proposition 2.3] shows that if ρ is a Frobenian
function outside of S then the seriesź
pRS
`
1` ρppqNK{Qppq´s
˘
factors as
ζKpsqmpρqGpsq ,
where Gpsq is homomorphic and zero-free on some open neighborhood of ℜpsq ě 1 and
mpρq is the mean of the Frobenian function
mpρq “ 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
ρpσq .
A special case of this result is also found in work of Kaplan-Marcinek-Takloo-Bighash
[17].
We need a (slightly) more general result on Euler products associated to Frobenian
functions. Frei-Loughran-Newton’s result works well for counting abelian fields ordered
by conductor, specifically because the only two options for νppconductorq are 0 or 1 at
all but finitely many places. The π-discriminant allows for more general powers of p,
so we prove an extension of [16, Proposition 2.3].
Proposition 2.8. Suppose Qppxq P Crxs is Frobenian in F {K such that for each
σ P GalpF {Kq
Qσpxq P 1` xCrxs .
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Then there exist constants apQq and bpQq such thatź
p
QppNK{Qppq´sq “ ζKpapQqsqbpQqGpsq ,
where Gpsq is holomorphic on some open neighborhood of ℜpsq ě 1{apQq, which are
given by
apQq “ min
σPGalpF {Kq
´ deg pQσp1{xq ´ 1q
bpQq “ 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
lim
xÑ0
Qσpxq ´ 1
xapQq
.
Moreover, Gpsq is zero-free on the region ℜpsq ě 1{apQq if and only if the functions
QppNK{Qppq´sq are zero-free on this region.
Proof of Proposition 2.8. The big idea is to specialize to the result of Frei-Loughran-
Newton [16, Proposition 2.3]. For convenience, we expand the polynomials functions
Qppxq as
Qppxq “
Nÿ
i“0
qpp, iqxi
for N some large finite number. Let S be the finite set of places that don’t agree
with the class function. The constants apQq and bpQq can be written in terms of the
coefficients as
apQq “ min
σPGalpF {Kq
min
i‰0
qpσ,iq‰0
i
bpQq “ 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
qpσ, apQqq .
We define the function
G1psq “
ź
pPS
QppNK{Qppq´sq
ź
pRS
QppNK{Qppq´sq
1` qpp, apQqqNK{Qppq´apQqs .
Qppxq being Frobenian in F {K implies the map p ÞÑ qpp, apQqq is also Frobenian in
F {K so that [16, Proposition 2.3] impliesź
pRS
´
1` qpp, apQqqNK{Qppq´apQqs
¯
“ ζKpapQqsqbpQqG2papQqsq ,
where G2psq is holomorphic and zero-free on an open neighborhood of ℜpsq ě 1. This
implies ź
p
QppNK{Qppq´sq “ ζKpapQqsqbpQqG2papQqsqG1psq .
Therefore it suffices to show that G1psq is holomorphic in an open neighborhood of
ℜpsq ě 1{apQq.
The product over p P S is a finite product of sums of powers of NK{Qppq´s, and so
is necessarily holomorphic. Set x “ NK{Qppq´s, then each local factor p R S satisfiesˇˇˇ
Qppxq
1` qpp, apQqqxapQq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
řN
i“0 qpp, iqxi
1` qpp, apQqqxapQq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
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Qppxq is Frobenian, which implies that there exists some σ P GalpF {Kq such that
Qppxq “ Qσpxq. Therefore qpp, iq “ 0 for all i ą degQσ. Moreover, the definition of
apQq implies qpp, iq “ 0 for all 0 ă i ă apQq. Lastly, qpp, 0q “ 1. We can compute the
first several terms of the summation to find thatˇˇˇ
Qppxq
1` qpp, apQqqxapQq
ˇˇˇ
ď 1`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
řN
i“apQq`1 qpσ, iqxi´1
1` qpσ, apQqqxapQq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď 1`
řN
i“apQq`1 |qpσ, iq| ¨ |x|i´apQq´1
1´ |qpσ, apQqq| ¨ |x|apQq ¨ |x|
apQq`1
.
In particular, if we set
C “ 1
2
max
σPGalpF {Kq
aNÿ
k“apQq`1
max
i
|qpσ, iq| ,
it follows that for x satisfying
|x| ă
ˆ
1
2
|qpσ, apQqq|
˙1{apQq
this produces an upper boundˇˇˇ
Qppxq
1` qpp, apQqqxapQq
ˇˇˇ
ď 1` C ¨ |x|apQq`1 .
Choose a finite set of places S sufficiently large so that
|NK{Qppq| ě min
σ
ˆ
1
2
|qpσ, apQqq|
˙1{apQq
implies p P S. Taking a product over these bounds impliesˇˇˇ ź
pRS
QppNK{Qppq´sq
1` qpp, apQqqNK{Qppq´apQqs
ˇˇˇ
ď
ź
pRS
p1` CNK{Qppq´papQq`1qℜpsqq
ď
ÿ
I
C
#tp|Iu
NK{QpIq´papQq`1qs
ď
ÿ
I
NK{QpIq´papQq`1qs`ǫ
“ ζKppapQq ` 1qℜpsq ´ ǫq ,
which converges absolutely on the region ℜpsq ą 1`ǫ
apQq`1 , which for small enough ǫ ą 0
contains the region ℜpsq ě 1{apQq. This implies G1psq converges absolutely on this
region, and so is in particular holomorphic. The zeros of an absolutely convergent
Euler product are exactly the zeros of its factors, which implies the zeroes of G1psq on
this region are exactly the zeroes of QppNK{Qppq´sq.
2.2.2 The Local Factors are Frobenian
To start with, we prove that the maps p ÞÑ Z1pKp, T πq and p ÞÑ H1pK,T πq are
Frobenian in F {K for a particularly nice choice of F . The following lemma does this
explicitely by constructing natural isomorphisms between H1pKp, T q and a cohomology
group depending only on
´
F {K
p
¯
.
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Lemma 2.9. Let F {K be any extension containing the field of definition of T π and
the roots of unity µ|T |. Let p be any place of K such that p ∤ |T |8, p unramified in F ,
and NK{Qppq ” m mod |T |. Define
Gm “ xτ,Fr : τFr “ τmy.
Then the following hold:
(i) Fix an embedding GKp ãÑ GK , inducing a Galois action of GKp on T . Then
Gm is isomorphic to a dense subgroup of G
tame
Kp {I |T |p with τ sent to a generator
of inertia and Fr sent to Frobenius, and moreover the inflation map induces an
isomorphism ZipGm, T πq „ÝÑ ZipGKp , T πq for each i “ 0, 1.
(ii) The inflation isomorphism in part (i) is natural with respect to the choice of
embedding, i.e. if g P GK and x ÞÑ xg is another embedding GKp ãÑ GK ,
then conjugation by g induces an isomorphism on cohomology and the following
diagram of isomorphisms commutes:
ZipGm, T πq ZipGm, T πq
ZipGKp , T πq ZipGKp , T πq
inf
g
inf
g
for i “ 0, 1.
(iii) The isomorphisms ZipGm, T πq „ÝÑ ZipGKp , T πq factor through the coboundary
relation and induce isomorphisms HipGm, T πq „ÝÑ HipGKp , T πq.
We denote
Z
ipKσ, T πq :“ ZipGm, T πq , HipKσ, T πq :“ HipGm, T πq ,
which are determined by
´
F {K
p
¯
“ σ uniquely up to conjugation on the action. We
also denote
Z
1
urpKσ, T πq :“ Z1pxFry, pT πqxtyq , H1urpKσ, T πq :“ H1pxFry, pT πqxtyq
to be the kernels of the restriction to xty map.
Proof. Fix such a place p. p is not ramified in F , which implies that Ip acts trivially
on T , so
Z
ipIp, T πq “
#
T i “ 0
HompIp, T q i “ 1.
If i “ 0, this implies Z0pGKp , T q “ T “ Z0pGm, T q, so this case is trivial.
If i “ 1, we note that p ∤ |T | implies that HompIp, T πq factors through tame
inertia and through the quotient Ip{I |T |p . This implies inflation Z1pGtameKp {I |T |p , T πq Ñ
Z1pKp, T πq is an isomorphism. The explicit presentation of GtameKp as a profinite group
G
tame
Kp “ xτp,Frp : tFrp “ τ
NK{Qppq
p y
is exactly the same as for Gm as a discrete group, where we note
NK{Qppq ”
ˆ
Kpµ|T |q{K
p
˙
mod |T |
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follows from class field theory, andˆ
F {K
p
˙
”
ˆ
Kpµ|T |q{K
p
˙
mod |T |
follows from Kpµ|T |q Ă F . This implies Gm embeds in GtameKp {I |T |p naturally by τ ÞÑ τp
and Fr ÞÑ Frp with a dense image. T finite and all coclasses continuous implies that
the restriction map induces an isomorphism Z1pGtameKp {I |T |p , T q – Z1pGm, T q.
Part (ii) follows from the naturality of restriction and inflation maps, which are the
maps used to induce the isomorphisms
Z
ipGm, T q resÐÝÝ ZipGtameKp {I |T |p , T q infÝÝÑ ZipGK , T q.
Part (iii) then follows from the fact that the restriction and inflation maps are
known to factor through the coboundary relation.
This implies Z1pKp, T πq is Frobenian, and is all the set up we need to prove the
following:
Proposition 2.10. Suppose T Ĳ G, π : GK ։ G acting on T by conjugation, and
F {K is any extension containing the field of definition of T π and the roots of unity
µ|T |. Then the polynomials
Qppxq “ 1|T |
ÿ
fpPZ1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s
are Frobenian in F {K with Qppxq P 1` xCrxs for all p outside of a finite set.
Proof. Let S be a finite set of places containgin all p | |T |8, p ramified in F {K, and
p ramified in π. For p R S, p is not ramified in π and p is at most tamely ramified so
that
νppdiscπpfqq “ νp pdiscpf ˚ πqq
“ indpf ˚ πpτpqq
“ indpfpτpqq .
In particular, this implies that νppdiscπpfpqq depends only on fpτpq P T . Under the
isomorphism given in Lemma 2.9, if fσ P Z1pKσ, T q is the isomorphic image of fp then
it follwos that νppdiscπpfpqq depends only on fσpτ q. For each p R S with
´
F {K
p
¯
“ σ
this implies
Qppxq “ 1|T |
ÿ
fσPZ1pKσ ,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfσqq´s ,
i.e. it is Frobenian in F {K.
All that remains is to consider the constant term, which is given by
1
|T |
ÿ
fpPZ
1
urpKp,T
πq
1 “ |Z
1pxFrpy, T πq|
|T | “ 1 .
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2.2.3 The a- and b-invariants
The combination of Propositions 2.8 and 2.10 proves that the series
ź
p
1
|T |
¨˝ ÿ
fpPZ1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s‚˛
has a meromorphic continuation to an open neighborhood of ℜpsq ě apQq with a single
pole at s “ 1{apQq of order bpQq. It suffices to compute these invariants for the specific
local factors.
Proposition 2.11. For the functions
Qppxq “ 1|T |
ÿ
fpPZ1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s ,
the invariants apQq and bpQq agree with the invariants apT q and bpK,T πq.
Proof. The a-invariant is easier, so we address that one first. For all p R S, the
smallest power of NK{Qppq´s that occurs in QppNK{Qppq´sq is given by fp such that
νppdiscπpfpqq is nonzero and minimized. In other words, this implies
apQq “ min
σPGalpF {Kq
´ degpQσp1{xq ´ 1q
“ min
σPGalpF {Kq
min
fRZ1urpKσ ,T
πq
νppdiscπpfqq
“ min
σPGalpF {Kq
min
fRZ1urpKσ ,T
πq
indpfpτ qq .
For any t P T , choose σ “ 1 P GalpF {Kq and p R S such that FrppF {Kq “ σ (up to
conjugation). Define a crossed homomorphism f : G1 Ñ T given by Fr ÞÑ 1 and τ ÞÑ t.
Noting that p is unramified in π, this is well-defined if and only if it respects the only
relationship
τ
Fr “ τ 1 .
This follows by construction:
fpτFrq “ fpFr ¨ τ ¨ Fr´1q
“ fpFrqfpτ qπpFrpqfpFr´1qπpFrp¨τpq
“ fpτ qπpσq
“ t
“ fpτ q .
This implies that for any t P T , there exists at least one σ such that we can attain
indpfpτ qq “ t. Therefore
apQq “ min
tPT´t1u
indptq “ apT q .
The b-invariant is a little more involved. We are given
bpQq “ 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
#tf P Z1pKσ, T πq : indpfpτ qq “ apT qu
|T | .
Again, we know that f P Z1pKσ, T πq is given by images for Fr, τ P Gm if and only if it
respects the relationship
τ
Fr “ τNK{Qppq .
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Noting that p unramified in π implies f |xτy is a homomorphism, this is equivalent to
checking that
fpFrqfpτ qπpFrpqfpFr´1qπpFrp¨τpq “ fpτ qNK{Qppq .
Applying the rule fpx´1q “ fpxq´πpx´1q for crossed homomorphisms and noting that
the cyclotomic character χ : GK Ñ Zˆˆ satisfies χpFrpq “ NK{Qppq implies that it
suffices to check
fpFrqfpτ qπpFrpqfpFrq´πpFrpτpFr´1p q “ fpτ qχpFrpq .
Lastly, we notice that p unramified in π implies πpFrpτpFr´1p q “ 1. Therefore it suffices
to check that
fpFrqfpτ qπpFrpqfpFrq´1 “ fpτ qχpFrpq ,
or equivalently
rfpFrq, fpτ qπpFrpqs “ fpτ qχpFrpqfpτ q´πpFrpq
Taking a sum over all possible choices for fpτ q “ t with indptq “ apT q and fpFrq “ y
satisfying this relationship gives
bpQq “ 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
ÿ
tPApT q
ÿ
yPT
ry,tπpσqs“tχpσqt´πpσq
1
|T | .
First summing over all y, there are two possibilities. Either there are no values of
y P T such that ry, tπpσqs “ tχpσqt´πpσq, or there are exactly |CT ptπpσqq| of them, lying
in some coset of the centralizer CT ptπpσqq “ ty P T | ry, tπpσqs “ 1u. Therefore we can
write
bpQq “ 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
ÿ
tPApT q
tχpσqt´πpσqPrT,tπpσqs
|CT ptπpσqq|
|T | .
Relabelling the summation via the automorphism t ÞÑ tπpσ´1q yields
bpQq “ 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
ÿ
tPApT q
tχpσqπpσ
´1qt´1PrT,ts
|CT ptq|
|T | .
We now transition to conjugacy classes. The condition tχpσqπpσ
´1qt´1 P rT, xs is equiv-
alent to tχpσqπpσ
´1q being conjugate to t. Moreover, |CT ptq|
|T |
is equal to 1
|C|
for C Ă T
the conjugacy class of t. The action by χ ˚ π´1 factors through conjugacy classes, so
this summation reduces to a summation over conjugacy classes C Ă T containing an
element of ApT q. The index indpxq is invariant under conjugation, which implies the
sum reduces to a summation over conjugacy classes C Ă ApT q.
bpQq “ 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
ÿ
CĂApT q
Cχpσqπpσ
´1q“C
1
“
ÿ
CĂApT q
1
rF : Ks#tσ P GalpF {Kq | C
χpσqπpσq´1 “ Cu
“
ÿ
CĂApT q
|StabGalpF {KqpCq|
|GalpF {Kq| ,
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where the stabilizer is under the action χ ˚ π´1, or equivalently π ˚ χ´1. The orbit
stabilizer formula implies that
|StabGalpF {KqpCq|
|GalpF {Kq| “
1
#porbit of conj. class C Ă ApT q under π ˚ χ´1q ,
so that we have shown
bpQq “
ÿ
CĂApT q
1
#porbit of conj. class C Ă ApT q under π ˚ χ´1q
“ #  orbits of π ˚ χ´1 on tconjugacy classes C Ă ApT qu(
“ # `tconjugacy classes C Ă ApT qu{π ˚ χ´1˘
“ bpK,T πq .
2.3 The Inconsistency of the Malle-Bhargava Principle
After seeing how nicely the Malle-Bhargava principle generalizes to counting α-extensions,
we now turn to the known inconsistencies of the principle. Klu¨ners demonstrated this
by showing that bpK,C3 ≀ C2q is the wrong value [19]. Klu¨ners’ paper is not long, and
does not dwell too much on what is causing the problem. Klu¨ners limits his insight
into the issue to essentially stating that too many roots of unity can cause problems,
and lists a family of groups where one should expect it to cause problems by a similar
argument to what he uses for C3 ≀ C2.
Turkelli [31] proposed the first, and to the author’s knowledge only, correction to
Malle’s conjecture which accounts for Klu¨ners’ counter example. Turkelli proposes that
we should instead have logX to the power of
BpK,Gq “ max
φ
bφpK,Gq,
where bφpK,Gq is the usual invariant from Malle’s conjecture, except instead of mod-
ding out by the conjugation action and the cyclotomic action you mod out by the
twisted action φ ˚ χ´1 where φ P HompGabK , G{Nq for any normal subgroup N Ĳ G
containing the commutator of G with apNq “ apGq. This is the same twisted action we
see popping up in the Malle-Bhargava principle for NpL{K,α;Xq and |Z1pK,T π;Xq|,
where we twist by some α-extension π inducing the Galois action on T . Turkelli jus-
tifies this modification by appealing to the function field analog, where he proves that
this is the correct notion for G “ T ¸ B when B is cyclic containing no nontrivial
normal subgroups of G and |G| is prime to the characteristic. In this case, BpK,Gq is
found to be the number of connected components of a certain Hurwitz scheme.
We like to think of function fields as being an “easier version” of number fields in
which all the same statements are generally true, but there is usually no concrete way
to take a proof in the function field case and translate in into a proof in the number
field case. In particular, subtle differences between abelian extensions of functions
fields and number fields make it more difficult to use Turkelli’s results to justify the
modification in the number field case. Corollary 1.7 is the first known result to give
strong evidence that Turkelli’s modification is correct for number fields specifically, or
is at least moving in the right direction.
We can show more theoretic evidence that Turkelli’s modification is correct by
considering a more general inconsistency with the Malle-Bhargava principle for α-
extensions, of which Klu¨ners’ counter example is a special case
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Proposition 2.12. There exist transitive subgroups G Ă Sn with T Ĳ G, ApGq Ă T ,
α some extension class, and π : GK Ñ G and α-extension such that
bpK,T πq ą bpK,Gq
but
NpL{K,α;Xq ď NpK,G;Xq .
This occurs exactly when the action
π ˚ χ´1 : GK Ñ Autptconjugacy classes C Ă ApT quq
satisfies pπ ˚ χ´1qpGKq ‰ πpGKqχpGKq´1.
This proposition shows that the Malle-Bhargava principle is not consistent with
partitioning by subfields. One might take this to mean that our application of the
Malle-Bhargava principle to crossed homomorphisms is the cause of the inconsistency,
but Klu¨ners’ counter example shows that this is not the case. There are groups G for
which the predicted invariant bpK,Gq in the original Malle-Bhargava principle is wrong,
but bpK,T πq is correct for an appropriate choice of subgroup T Ĳ G. In this way, the
refined problem of counting α-extensions sheds light on the known inconsistency in the
Malle-Bhargava principle.
Example: Consider Klu¨ners’ counter example G “ C3 ≀C2 Ă S6 and T “ C23 Ĳ G.
This is abelain, and moreover any surjective homomorphism π : GK Ñ C2 has a
solution to the embedding problem because α is split. So it follows from Corollary 1.6
that
NpL{Q, α;Xq „ cpL{K,T qX1{apT qplogXqbpK,Tπq´1.
T is the set of permutations in S6 generated by p1 2 3q and p4 5 6q. This implies
apT q “ 2.
The set of elements of T with minimal index is exactly
ApT q “ tp1 2 3q, p1 2 3q2, p4 5 6q, p4 5 6q2u.
We have two cases for computing bpQ, T πq. If L ‰ Qpζ3q, then the composite map
π ˚ χ´1 : GQ Ñ SympApT qq acts transitively on ApT q, as we can find σ such that
πpσq ‰ 1 and χpσq “ 1 so that σ.p1 2 3q “ p4 5 6q, and vice versa with πpσq “ 1
and χpσq ‰ 1 so that σ.p1 2 3q “ p1 2 3q2. This implies there is a single orbit. For
L “ Qpζ3q, the opposite is true and πpσq “ 1 if and only if χpσq “ 1. This implies
σ.p1 2 3q is either p1 2 3q or p4 5 6q2, which partitions ApT q into two orbits. Therefore
bpQ, T πq “
#
2 L “ Qpζ3q
1 L ‰ Qpζ3q.
On the other hand, ApGq “ ApT q and apGq “ apT q is made up of two conjugacy classes
tp1 2 3q, p4 5 6qu and tp1 2 3q2, p4 5 6q2u, which are swapped by the cyclotomic action.
This implies
bpQ, Gq “ 1.
The Malle-Bhargava Prediction producess
cpQpζ3q{Q, αqX1{2plogXq1 „ NpQpζ3q{Q, α;Xq ď NpQ, G;Xq „ cpQ, GqX1{2 ,
which is a clear contradiction.
If we assume this convergence is uniform in the base field, this implies
NpQ, C3 ≀ C2;Xq «
ÿ
π:GQÑG
πpGQqĂC2
ˆ
X
discpπq
˙1{2
plogXqbpK,Tπq´1.
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For any π : GK Ñ G with πpGKq Ă C2, the definition of the discriminant for non-
surjective homomorphisms into G shows that discpπq is a 3rd power as every element
g P G ´ T has at most three orbits. This implies we may break the summation down
into
NpQ, C3 ≀ C2;Xq « 1
discpQpζ3q{Qq3{2X
1{2plogXq1 `
¨˚
˚˝ ÿ
L{Q quad
L‰Qpζ3q
1
discpL{Qq3{2
‹˛‹‚X1{2.
The infinite sum is convergent, so the asymptotic is dominated by the largest power of
log. Conditional on uniformity, this implies
NpQ, C3 ≀ C2;Xq „ cX1{2plogXq1,
as 1 is the maximum of the log powers that appear for different choices of π with
πpGKq “ C2 (see [23] for a proof of uniformity in this case). The original power
predicted by Malle was 0, but Klu¨ners showed it must be at least 1 and Turkelli’s
modification supports that it should be exactly 1. Subject to uniformity, the study of
α-extensions suggests the same asymptotic as Turkelli.
We can generalize Turkelli’s modification to α-extensions as follows:
Definition 2.13. We define Turkelli’s modified invariant for T Ĳ G and π : GK ։ G
to be
BpK,T πq “ max
NĲG
NĲT
apNq“apT q
max
ϕ:GKÑG
ϕ”π mod N
bpK,Nϕq .
Turkelli’s definition included the extra condition that rT, T s ď N . This is not
necessary to state, as any N for which this is not true will yield a smaller invariant
than NrT, T s.
Lemma 2.14. Suppose T Ĳ G, N Ĳ T Ĳ G with apNq “ apT q, and π : GK ։ G.
Then for any ϕ ” π mod N
bpK,Nϕq ď bpK,NpT X rG,Gsqϕq .
Proof. The cyclotomic character factors through GabK , which implies ϕ˚χ´1|rGK ,GK s “
ϕ|rGK ,GK s. apNq “ apT q implies that ApNq “ ApT q X N , and similarly ApNpT X
rG,Gsqq “ ApT q XNpT X rG,Gs.
Suppose C1, C2 Ă ApNq are conjugacy classes in N such that there exists some
x P NpTXrG,Gsq with Cx1 “ C2. The action factors through G{N as N acts trivially on
N-conjugacy classes, so this implies there exists some x P T XrG,Gs{N with Cx1 “ C2.
Surjectivity of π and ϕ ” π mod N implies that
TXrG,Gs{N “ TXπprGK , GK sq{N “ TXϕprGK , GK sq{N “ TXpϕ˚χ´1qprGK , GK sq{N .
Thus we have shown that the conjugacy class ĂC1 Ă ApNpT X rG,Gsqq containing
C1 Ă ApNq is necessarily contained in the unionď
σPGK
C
ϕ˚χ´1pσq
1 .
This proves that the map
tconjugacy class C Ă ApNqu{ϕ˚χ´1 Ñ tconjugacy class rC Ă ApNpTXrG,Gsqqu{ϕ˚χ´1
is a well-defined inclusion, which concludes the proof.
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We provide the statement for a generalized form of Turkelli’s modification for α-
extensions here:
Conjecture 2.15 (Turkelli’s modification for α-extensions). Let G Ă Sn be transitive,
T Ĳ G, and π : GK Ñ G a solution to the embedding problem for α over the B-
extension L{K. Then
NpL{K,α;Xq „ cpK,T qX1{apT qplogXqBpK,Tπ q´1 .
Turkelli’s modification is a brute force fix for the issues arising in Proposition 2.12
It is the maximum over all the possible bpK,T πq that could provide a counter example
as in Proposition 2.12, which removes the inconsistency.
All of the cases given in the introduction for which Malle’s conjecture proper has
been proven satisfy bpK,Gq “ BpK,Gq. Corollary 1.6 proves the generalized Malle’s
conjecture for α-extensions with bpK,T πq for T abelian, which would support Turkelli’s
modification if we can show bpK,T πq “ BpK,T πq for T abelian.
Proposition 2.16. Suppose T Ĳ G and π : GK ։ G. Then the following are true:
(i) If ApT q Ă ZpT q is contained in the center of T then bpK,T πq “ BpK,T πq.
(ii) If T ď rG,Gs then bpK,T πq “ BpK,T πq.
This proposition shows that Corollary 1.6 verifies Turkelli’s modification in the
case that T is abelian, as ZpT q “ T in that case. We also include a large family
of other cases for which Turkelli’s modification does not changes the log term, which
highlights the fact that Turkelli’s modification is really about issues arising from abelian
extensions and roots of unity. This remark gives evidence suggesting that Malle’s
original conjecture should hold for groups with trivial abelianization, in particular for
all non-abelian simple groups.
Proof. For part (i), every N ď T with apNq “ apT q satisfies ApNq Ă ApT q Ă ZpT q
which implies T acts on ApT q trivially by conjugation. Thus
BpK,T πq “ max
NĲG
NĲT
apNq“apT q
max
ϕ:GKÑG
ϕ”π mod N
bpK,Nϕq
“ max
NĲG
NĲT
apNq“apT q
max
ϕ:GKÑG
ϕ”π mod N
#
`tconjugacy class C Ă ApNqu{ϕ ˚ χ´1˘ .
All conjugacy classes in ApNq Ă ZpT q are trivial, so this really only considers orbits
of elements.
BpK,T πq “ max
NĲG
NĲT
apNq“apT q
#
`
ApNq{ϕ ˚ χ´1˘ .
The action by conjugation of G on ApNq factors through G{T because ApNq Ă ZpT q.
Therefore ϕ ” π mod N implies ϕ ” π mod T implies ϕ and π induce the same
action on ApNq. This implies
BpK,T πq “ max
NĲG
NĲT
apNq“apT q
#
`
ApNq{π ˚ χ´1˘
“ # `ApT q{π ˚ χ´1˘
“ bpK,T πq .
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Part (ii) follows from the bound
bpK,Nϕq ď bpK,NpT X rG,Gsqϕq
“ bpK,Tϕq ,
so that
BpK,T πq “ max
NĲG
NĲT
apNq“apT q
max
ϕ:GKÑG
ϕ”π mod N
bpK,Tϕq .
We remark that ϕ ” π mod N in particular implies that ϕ ” π mod T , which implies
that they act on tconjugacy class C Ă ApT qu in the same way. Therefore
BpK,T πq “ max
NĲG
NĲT
apNq“apT q
bpK,T πq
“ bpK,T πq .
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3 Asymptotic Wiles’ Theorem
3.1 A Review of Wiles’ Theorem
This subsection is dedicated to reviewing the key points of Wiles’ Theorem on gener-
alized Selmer groups, which Wiles proves in [33] as a part of his proof of modularity.
Section 2.3 of Darmon-Diamond-Taylor [10] is a useful survey of the results discussed
in this section for the reader interested in more details and how Wiles uses this result in
his proof of modularity. The reader who is familiar with these results may skip ahead
to the next subsection.
We define, as Wiles does, a kind of Selmer group for an arbitrary Galois module:
Definition 3.1. Fix a Galois module T (i.e. an abelian group with a Galois action),
and a family L “ pLpq of subgroups Lp ď H1pKp, T q at all places p of K. Define the
generalized Selmer group associated to L to be
H
1
LpK,T q “
 
f P H1pK,T q | @p, resppfq P Lp
(
.
In other words, this is the preimage of
ś
Lp under the restriction map.
Wiles’ key observation was that there is a very close relationship between the Selmer
group and the corresponding dual Selmer group under the Tate pairing. Recall that
the Tate pairing is a perfect pairing for each place p
H
1pKp, T q ˆH1pKp, T˚q Ñ µ|T | ,
where T˚ “ HompT, µ|T |q is the dual Galois module to T . For any subgroup N ď
H1pKp, T q we can define the Tate dual to N by N˚ “ AnnpNq the annihilator of N
under the Tate pairing. The dual family to L is then given by L˚ “ pL˚p q, and the dual
Selmer group is the Selmer group corresponding to L˚ on the Galois module T˚.
Wiles notes that if the Selmer group is “unramifed” away from finitely many places,
then it is finite and he was able to give a formula for the size. Define H1urpKp, T q :“
H1pGKp{Ip, T Ipq to be the kernel of the restriction map to H1pIp, T q, so that we can
explicitely say f P H1pK,Gq is unramified at p if resppfq P H1urpKp, T q.
Theorem 3.2 (Wiles’ theorem). Let L be as in Definition 3.1 such that Lp “ H1urpKp, T q
for all but finitely many places. Then H1LpK,T q is finite and
|H1LpK,T q|
|H1
L˚
pK, T˚q| “
|H0pK,T q|
|H0pK,T˚q|
ź
p
|Lp|
|H0pKp, T q| .
Wiles made use of this theorem in special cases where K “ Q and the dual Selmer
group was in fact trivial in order to get good sizes for the Selmer group, but the proof
in general is the same via a clever use of the nine term Poitou-Tate exact sequence.
This theorem is, in a certain sense, a “local-to-global” theorem. It expresses the global
quantity |H1LpK,T q| as (almost) a product of local densities |Lp|{|H0pKp, T q|. Galois
cohomology of local fields is very well understood, so a local-to-global theorem of this
kind allows us to take that information and prove new things about Galois cohomology
of global fields.
What about the pieces that are not local densities? H0pK,T q and H0pK,T˚q are
constants independent of L, so they essentially do not matter. The one confounding
factor comes from the dual Selmer group. We will prove an asymptotic version of
Wiles’ theorem for L that allows for ramification at infinitely many places, and we will
give an argument that the dual Selmer group is not “too bad” for large families L and
the behavior is dominated by the product of local densities.
Here we list some useful facts about the Tate pairing and Galois cohomology that
are important to Wiles’ theorem and that we will utilize in this section:
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• If F is the field fixed by the action GK Ñ AutpT q and F˚ is the field fixed
by GK Ñ AutpT˚q, then FF˚ “ F pµ|T |q. This is what causes the cyclotomic
character to show up in the number field counting problem, and explains the
assumptions for F in Lemma 2.9.
• If p ∤ 8, then |H1urpKp, T q| “ |H0pKp, T q|. This implies that the product in Wiles’
theorem is really a finite product, as all but finitely many places are unramified.
• If p ∤ |T |8 then H1urpKp, T q˚ “ H1urpKp, T˚q. This tells us that, away from wild
or infinite places, unramified means the same thing in the Selmer group and its
dual. This will be important for controlling the size of the dual Selmer group.
• 0˚ “ H1pKp, T˚q and H1pKp, T q˚ “ 0. This follows from the Tate pairing being
a perfect pairing.
• If N1 ď N2 ď H1pKp, T q then N˚2 ď N˚1 ď H1pKp, T˚q. This follows from a
manipulation of annihilators of pairings.
These facts can be found in either Darmon-Diamond-Taylor [10] or any text on local
Galois cohomology.
What direction will we be going in?
H1pK,T q is technically a Selmer group, just where Lp “ H1pKp, T q for all places
p. However, it does not satisfy the hypothesis that all but finitely many places are
unramified and in general it is not finite. We will provide a partial answer to the
following general question:
Question 2. What is the “size” of H1LpK,T q? In particular, if H1LpK,T q is infinite
how is it distributed?
We will do that by ordering the 1-coclasses with some kind of discriminant, and
counting asymptotically how large the set of 1-coclasses in H1LpK,T q with discriminant
ă X is as we take X Ñ8.
3.2 Frobenian local conditions and discriminants
Specifying L is equivalent to specifying infinitely many local conditions for 1-coclasses
to satisfy. Specifying infinitely many local conditions does not always yield something
“nice” to count. A good example of this would be to try and specify the splitting
behavior of all places in an extension L{K. It’s difficult to say whether there are any
fields that satisfy a prescribed splitting behavior at each place, and in many cases there
will not be. In fact, there are uncountably many ways to specify a splitting type for
all places, but only countably many extensions L{K!
When specifying local conditions, typically the ones that are “nice” to deal with
are the ones that are distributed like the splitting behavior of places in a finite ex-
tension L{K. For the purposes of this paper, we really want “nice” to mean that the
corresponding Dirichlet series has a meromorphic continuation with an easily described
rightmost pole. Up to taking a branch cut, we can do this when the local behavior is
distributed like the splitting type of places in a finite extension L{K.
This was the subject of Subsection 2.2.1, where we proved a general theorem about
the locations and orders of the rightmost pole of Euler products of Frobenian polyno-
mials. Proposition 2.8 suggests that we consider the following definition for a “nice”
family of local conditions:
Definition 3.3. Call L Frobenian in F {K for a finite extension F {K and a finite
set of places S if it satisfies the following properties:
(a) F contains the fields of definition for T and T˚.
(b) S contains all ramified places in F and all places p | |T |8.
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(c) For all σ P GalpF {Kq, there exists a subgroup Lσ ď H1pKσ, T q (only defined up
to conjugation on σ) such that if p R S with
´
F {K
p
¯
conjugate to σ then Lp – Lσ
under the natural isomorphism in Lemma 2.9.
Call any place inside of S an irregular place.
By construction, Lemma 2.9 implies that the local conditions Lp “ H1pKp, T q are
necessarily Frobenian in an extension F {K containing the field of definition of T and
Kpµ|T |q.
When HLpK, T q is infinite, we describe the “size” by fixing a discriminant disc :
H1LpK,T q Ñ IK and describing the asymptotic growth of the sets
H
1
LpK,T ;Xq :“
 
f P H1LpK,T q : NK{Qpdiscpfqq ă X
(
.
This is motivated by more classical arithmetic statistics problems, like number field
counting as in Malle’s conjecture. What properties make such a discriminant map
enough like the usual discriminant of number fields for our purposes? Here we list
some useful properties that we would like our discriminant to satisfy
• The discriminant should be an ideal of K, i.e. an element of IK .
• #tf P H1pK,T q : NK{Qpdiscpfqq ă Xu should be finite.
• If f is “unramified” at a place p, that place should not contribute to the discrim-
inant. Equivalently, we should have that p | discpfq implies f R H1urpK,T q.
• The power of p dividing the discriminant should only depend on ramification, not
on the splitting type of a place under f . Equivalently, νppdiscpfqq should depend
only on f |Ip , i.e. the image of resppfq under restriction to H1pIp, T q.
• At all but finitely many places, νppdiscpfqq should be “nicely distributed”, so that
the Euler product of local termsź
p
ÿ
fPH1pKp,T q
NK{Qppq´vppdiscpfqqs
has a meromorphic continuation with an easily described rightmost pole.
These are all satisfied by the usual discriminant on G-extensions of number fields,
where that last condition follows from νppdiscpfqq “ n ´#torbits of fpIpqu whenever
G Ă Sn is a transitive subgroup and p ∤ |G|8 is tame. Subsection 2.2.1 again suggests
that the local Euler products do have a nicely described rightmost pole if the local
terms are distributed like splitting types in a finite extension.
Definition 3.4. We say disc : H1pK,T q Ñ IK is Frobenian in F {K if there exists a
finite set of places S such that
(a) F contains the fields of definition of T and T˚.
(b) S contains all places ramified in F and all places p | |T |8.
(c) If f, f 1 P H1pKp, T q such that f |Ip “ f 1|Ip then νppdiscpfqq “ νppdiscpf 1qq.
(d) f P H1urpK,T q implies vppdiscpfqq “ 0. If p R S the converse is also true.
(e) For each σ Ă GalpF {Kq there exists a map vσ : H1pKσ, T q Ñ Zě0 (only defined
up to conjugation on σ) such that whenever p R S and
´
F {K
p
¯
conjugate to σ then
vppdiscpfqq “ vσpresppfqq, where we identify resppfq with its image in H1pKσ, T q
under the isomorphism in Lemma 2.9.
Call any place inside of S an irregular place.
Examples of Frobenian discriminants include the product of ramified places map
rampfq “
ź
p:fpIpq‰1
p ,
and the π-discriminant. We will prove this for the π-discriminant in Section 4.
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3.3 The statement of the Asymptotic Wiles’ Theorem
We are now ready to state an Asymptotic version of Wiles’ Theorem in full detail.
When we have both L and a discriminant specified, we can talk about the elements of
Lp whose discriminant is not too large. For an integer m ě 0, define
Lprms “ tf P Lp : νppdiscpfqq “ mu.
The asymptotic behavior will be dominated by the minimal value of m ą 0 with
Lprms ‰ H for some infinitely many places p. To that effect, we make the following
definition:
Definition 3.5. Fix T a finite K-module, and suppose L and disc are Frobenian in
F {K. Then define
adiscpLq “ min
σPGalpF {Kq
min
fPLσ
fRH1urpKσ,T q
νσpdiscpfqq,
if Lp ‰ H1urpKp, T q for infinitely many places, and adiscpLq “ 0 otherwise. Additionally
define
bdiscpK,Lq “ 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
|LσradiscpLqs|
|H0pKσ, T q| .
adiscpLq is the minimal value of m ą 0 such that Lprms ‰ H for infinitely many
places, which should remind the reader of apGq from Malle’s conjecture which can
be expressed as the minimum exponent that can occur for p in the discriminant for
infinitely many places.
Theorem 3.6 (Asymptotic Wiles Theorem). Fix T a finite Galois module over K,
and suppose L and disc are Frobenian in F {K such that adiscpLq ą 0 and
(a) S is the set of irregular places,
(b) For all σ P GalpF {Kq, H1urpKσ, T q Ă Lσ,
(c) For all p R S, if f, f 1 P H1pKp, T q such that xf |Ipy “ xf 1|Ipy ď H1pIp, T q then
νppdiscpfqq “ νppdiscpf 1qq.
Then
|H1LpK, T ;Xq| „ cdiscpK,LqX1{adiscpLqplogXqbdiscpK,Lq´1,
for some positive constant cdiscpK,Lq.
We discussed the necessity of choosing Frobenian L and disc, it will allow us to use
Proposition 2.8 to give us a meromorphic continuation of the corresponding Dirchlet
series. Conditions (b) and (c) are new, and it would be good to address them separately.
Condition (b) prevents us from specifying the splitting type at more than finitely
many places. This avoids many issues about the existence of fields with prescribed
splitting type at infinitely many places, but it may be more instructive to consider
why this works well with our method. Wiles originally related the size of a Selmer
group to the size of the corresponding dual Selmer group, but the dual Selmer group
is seemingly nowhere to be found in Theorem 3.6. Condition (b) will force the dual
Selmer group to be finite, so that |H1
L˚
pK,T˚q| is just a factor of the positive constant
cdiscpK,Lq. We briefly prove this here:
Lemma 3.7. If L is as in Theorem 3.6, then H1
L˚
pK,T˚q is finite.
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Proof. H1urpK,T q Ă Lp implies that L˚p Ă H1urpKp, T q˚. Whenever p ∤ |T |8,H1urpK,T q˚ “
H1urpK, T˚q so that
H
1
L˚pK, T˚q Ă H1L˚
0
pK,T˚q,
where
pL0q˚p “
#
L˚p p P S
H1urpK,T˚q p R S.
S is a finite set, so L˚0 satisfies the hypotheses of Wiles’ Theorem 3.2, and so must be
finite.
Condition (c) is a bit more subtle. One short-coming of Wiles’ Theorem is that it
can only deal with local conditions L “ pLpq for the Lp given as subgroups ofH1pKp, T q,
not arbitrary subsets. Due to this restriction, Wiles’s Theorem will only allow us to
see the ramification f |Ip “up to subgroups”, i.e. we will only be able to see the cyclic
group xf |Ipy and not the individual elements. Due to this fact, we want to make sure
that the discriminant is not separating the individual elements. See Subsection 3.4.2
for the place we utilize this property.
3.4 The proof of the Asymptotic Wiles’ Theorem
We will prove this theorem by considering the Dirichlet series
HLpsq :“
ÿ
fPH1
L
pK,T q
NK{Qpdiscpfqq´s
“
ÿ
aPIK
#tf P H1LpK,T q : discpfq “ auNK{Qpaq´s.
The proof takes place in four parts parts. First, we reduce to the subfamily of pairs
pL,discq satisfies condition (c) at all places, including P P S. Second, we reduce the
Dirichlet series to a sum of sizes of finite order Selmer groups via an inclusion-exclusion
argument. Third, we apply Wiles’ theorem to decompose this series into a finite sum
of Euler products. Lastly we consider each Euler product individually, show that they
each have a meromorphic continuation, and compute their rightmost poles. This will
allow us to apply a Tauberian theorem to conclude the proof of Theorem 3.6.
3.4.1 Reduction to (c`)
The primes p P S have no restrictions on their behavior, which can make them difficult
to deal with. The fact that S is finite will allow us to show that it suffices to consider
a subfamily with the nicest possible behavior on S.
Proposition 3.8. It suffices to prove Theorem 3.6 for L and disc satisfying the stronger
condition denoted “(c`)”
(c`) For places p, if f, f 1 P H1pKp, T q such that xf |Ipy “ xf 1|Ipy ď H1pIp, T q then
νppdiscpfqq “ νppdiscpf 1qq.
For the remainder of the proof we assume that L and disc satisfy this extra hypoth-
esis.
Proof. Let L and disc satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6. Define LS and discS by
L
S
p “
#
0 p P S
Lp p R S ,
νppdiscSpfqq “
#
0 p P S
νppdiscpfqq p R S .
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We only changed the local restrictions at the irregular places, which implies LS and
discS still satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 and satisfy LSσ “ LC for all conjugacy
classes σ P GalpF {Kq and
discS|H1
LS
pK,T q “ disc|H1
LS
pK,T q .
In particular, the definitions of the a- and b-invariants implies that
adiscS pLSq “ adiscpLq , bdiscS pK,LSq “ bdiscpK,Lq .
This is a map from any pair pL,discq satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 to a pair
pLS,discSq satisfying the additional hypothesis that condition (c) is true at all places,
including p P S.
Fix φ P śpPS Lp and suppose there exists an fφ P H1pK,T πq with fIp “ φ|Ip for
all p P S. Then it follows that the map H1LpK,T πq Ñ H1pK,T πq given by f ÞÑ f ˚ fφ
induces a bijection
H
1
LS pK,T πq Ø tf P H1LpK,T πq : f |Ip “ φ|Ipu.
Let ApSq be the collection of φ for which there exists such a choice for fφ. Define
discφpfq “ discpf ˚ fφq
We can then break |H1pK,T π;Xq| into a sum over φ as
|H1L,discpK,T π;Xq| “
ÿ
φPApSq
#tf P H1LS pK,T πq : NK{Qpdiscpf ˚ fφqq ă Xu
“
ÿ
φPApSq
#tf P H1LS pK,T πq : NK{Qpdiscφpfqq ă Xu
“
ÿ
φPApSq
|H1LS ,discφ pK,T
π;Xq |
“
ÿ
φPApSq
|H1
LS ,discS
φ
pK,T π;Xq | .
We note that Lp ď H1pKp, T πq is finite for all p, and S is finite by assumption. This
implies ApSq Ă śpPS Lp must be finite. The summation is finite, so it automatically
respects limits and error terms. By assumption Theorem 3.6 is true in totally split
cases, so that implies
|H1L,discpK,T π;Xq| „
ÿ
φPApSq
cdiscS
φ
pK,LSqX1{adiscφ pLqplogXqbdiscφ pK,Lq´1 .
Let F 1{K be the compositum of F with the fields of definition of φ P ApSq. For any p
unramified in F with p R S it follows that
νpdiscφ “ νpdisc ,
which by definition implies
adiscφpLq “ adiscpLq , bdiscφpK,Lq “ bdiscpK,Lq .
Therefore
|H1L,discpK,T π;Xq| “
¨˝ ÿ
φPApSq
cdiscS
φ
pK,LSq‚˛X1{adiscpLqplogXqbdiscpK,Lq´1.
This is a finite, nonempty summation of positive constants (noting that 1 P ApSq), and
so must be a positive constant itself. This implies Theorem 3.6 holds for L and disc,
concluding the proof.
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3.4.2 Reduction to finite order Selmer groups
We recall condition (c) for the discriminant:
(c) For p R S, if f, f 1 P H1pKp, T q such that xf |Ipy “ xf 1|Ipy ď H1pIp, T q then
νppdiscpfqq “ νppdiscpf 1qq.
Under the reduction given by Proposition 3.8 we can consider the stronger condition
(c`) For places p, if f, f 1 P H1pKp, T q such that xf |Ipy “ xf 1|Ipy ď H1pIp, T q then
νppdiscpfqq “ νppdiscpf 1qq.
This tells us that the discriminant doesn’t really see individual elements or splitting
type. Define
ΛpK,T q “
"
λ “ pλpqp∤8 : λp ď H
1pIp, T q cyclic,
λp “ 0 for all but finitely many p
*
,
which is ordered by inclusion λ ď λ1 if and only if λp ď λ1p for all p. For any f P
H1pK,T q, νppdiscpfqq is determined uniquely by λpfq P ΛpK, T q given by λppfq “
xf |Ipy. This way we can extend the discriminant to ΛpK,T q by
discpλq “
ź
p
νppdiscpfpqq,
where fp is any generator of λp.
Lemma 3.9. Let ΛpK,T q be as above and suppose L and disc satisfy the hypotheses
of Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.8. Then the following hold:
(i) disc : ΛpK,T q Ñ IK is well-defined with discpfq “ discpλpfqq.
(ii) We can rewrite the dirichlet series HLpsq as
HLpsq “
ÿ
λPΛpK,T q
#tf P H1LpK,T q : λpfq “ λuNK{Qpdiscpλqq´s.
(iii) Define the family of local conditions Lpλq by Lpλqp “ res´1Ip pλpq X Lp. Lpλq
satisfies the hypotheses of Wiles’ Theorem 3.2.
(iv) The Selmer group associated to Lpλq is finite and has a partition
H
1
LpλqpK,T q “
ž
λ1ďλ
tf P H1LpK,T q : λpfq “ λ1u
This lemma is all essentially a consequence of condition (c`). Wiles’ theorem is
only for families of Lp ď H1pKp, T q which are subgroups and not just subsets, so if we
want to apply this theorem we will need Lpλqp to actually be a group, which follows
from part (iii).
Proof. (i) By definition νppdiscpλqq “ νppdiscpfpqq for fp a generator of λp, i.e.
xfp|Ipy “ λp. Condition (c`) for regularity in the discriminant tells us that
this is independent of the choice of generator, showing this is well-defined.
(ii) This follows immediately from the fact that discpλpfqq “ discpfq.
(iii) Lpλqp “ res´1Ip pλpq X Lp is an intersection of groups, so it is itself a group. It
suffice to show that Lpλqp “ H1urpKp, T q for all but finitely many places p. One
of the assumptions in Theorem 3.6 is that H1urpKσ, T q Ă Lσ for all σ P GalpF {Kq,
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i.e. for all p R S, H1urpKp, T q Ă Lp. S is finite, and λp “ 0 for all but finitely
many places. This implies that for all but finitely many places
Lpλqp “ resIpp0q X Lp
“ H1urpKp, T q X Lp
“ H1urpKp, T q.
(iv) The union is necessarly disjoint, as λpfq cannot be more than one element of
ΛpK, T q at the same time. Suppose f P H1LpλqpK,T q, so that resppfq P res´1Ip pλpqX
Lp for all places p. In particular, this implies xf |Ipy ď λp, so that λpfq ď λ. This
shows one inclusion
H
1
LpλqpK,T q Ă
ž
λ1ďλ
tf P H1LpK,T q : λpfq “ λ1u.
For the reverse direction, if λpfq ď λ and f P H1LpK,T q this implies f |Ip P λp and
resppfq P Lp for all places p. Putting these together gives resppfq P res´1Ip pλpqXLp,
so that f P H1LpλqpK,T q.
This suggests that we can apply a Mo¨bius inversion to write HLpsq in terms of the
finite order Selmer groups H1LpλqpK,T q. In particular, Lemma 3.9(iv) looks like the
setup for Mo¨bius inversion.
Definition 3.10. Given a poset Λ, the Mo¨bius function on the poset is a function
µΛ : Λˆ ΛÑ C defined by
µΛpλ, λq “ 1
µΛpλ1, λ2q “ ´
ÿ
λ1ăλďλ2
µΛpλ, λ2q
Mo¨bius inversion holds for a general Mo¨bius function on a poset, so that in our
special case Λ “ ΛpK,T q it follows that
#tf P H1LpK,T q : λpfq “ λu “
ÿ
λ1ďλ
µΛpλ1, λq|H1Lpλ1qpK,T q|
Plugging this information into the Dirichlet series proves the following reduction:
Proposition 3.11. For Λ “ ΛpK,T q, it follows that
HLpsq “
ÿ
λ1λPΛ
λ1ďλ
µΛpλ1, λq|H1Lpλ1qpK,T q|NK{Qpdiscpλqq´s
Before we move on to factoring this Dirichet series into an Euler product, it will be
useful to note that Λ and µΛ both factor over the finite places:
Lemma 3.12. Define Λp “ ΛppK,T q “ tλp ď H1pIp, T q : cyclicu be the poset ordered
by inclusion and µp the corresponding Mo¨bius function. Then
(i) Λ “Àp Λp is a direct sum of posets.
(ii) µpλ1, λq “śp µppλ1p, λpq.
This follows immediately from tracing through the definition of a direct sum of
posets.
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3.4.3 A finite sum of Euler products
This section will be about proving the following decomposition:
Proposition 3.13. Let L and disc be as in Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.8. Then
HLpsq “ |H
0pK,T q|
|H0pK,T˚q|
ÿ
hPH1
Lp0q˚
pK,T˚q
ź
p
Qpph, sq,
where we define the Euler factors
Qpph, sq “ 1|H0pKp, T q|
ÿ
fpPLp
xfp,respphqy“1
NK{Qppq´νppdiscpfpqqs.
We remark that S is finite, and for any p R S we assumed H1urpKp, T q “ res´1Ip p0q Ă
Lp. This implies Lp0qp “ H1urpKp, T q for all p R S and Lp0q necessarily satisfies the
hypotheses of Wiles’ Theorem 3.2, implying the dual Selmer group must be finite. This
means the summation really is a finite sum.
In the previous section we broke down HLpsq into a sum of finite order Selmer
groups. We can apply Wiles’ Theorem to describe the size of these Selmer groups:
|H1Lpλ1qpK,T q| “ |H1Lpλ1q˚pK,T˚q|
|H0pK,T q|
|H0pK,T˚q|
ź
p
|Lpλ1qp|
|H0pK,T q| .
Similarly, ΛpK,T q is a direct sum of local posets so that
µΛpλ1, λq “
ź
p
µppλ1p, λpq.
We can put this together to find that
HLpsq “ |H
0pK,T q|
|H0pK,T˚q|
ÿ
λ1,λPΛ
λ1ďλ
|H1Lpλq˚pK,T˚q|
ź
p
µppλ1p, λpq
|Lpλ1pqp|
|H0pKp, T q|NK{Qppq
´νppdiscpλqqs.
This almost has an Euler product decomposition. If the dual Selmer group term was
not there, we could factor the Dirichlet series immediately. We will prove a lemma that
shows the dual Selmer group doesn’t affect this strategy too much.
Lemma 3.14. Define the characteristic function of a proposition P by
1pP q “
#
1 P true
0 P false.
Then
|H1Lpλ1q˚pK,T˚q| “
ÿ
hPH1
Lp0q˚
pK,T˚q
ź
p
1
`
respphq P Lpλ1q˚p
˘
Proof. For all places p we have by construction Lp0qp Ă Lpλqp for all λ and all p, so
that Lpλq˚p Ă Lp0q˚p for all λ and al p. This implies
H
1
Lpλ1q˚pK,T˚q Ă H1Lp0q˚pK,T˚q,
which is finite by Wiles’ theorem. We can write
H
1
Lpλ1q˚pK,T˚q “ tf P H1Lp0q˚pK,T˚q : @p, resppfq P Lpλ1q˚p u.
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We only care about the order of this set, so we can write it as a sum of characteristic
functions
|H1Lpλ1q˚pK,T˚q| “
ÿ
hPH1
Lp0q˚
pK,T˚q
1
`@p, respphq P Lpλ1q˚p ˘
“
ÿ
hPH1
Lp0q˚
pK,T˚q
ź
p
1
`
resppfq P Lpλ1pq˚p
˘
.
We can move the (finite) sum over H1
Lp0q˚pK,T˚q to the outside, so that the Dirich-
let series is given byÿ
hPH1
Lp0q˚
pK,T˚q
ÿ
λ1λPΛ
λ1ďλ
ź
p
µppλ1p, λpq1
`
respphq P Lpλpq˚p
˘ˆ |Lpλ1pqp|
|H0pKp, T q|NK{Qppq
´vppdiscpλpqqs
˙
“
ÿ
hPH1
Lp0q˚
pK,T˚q
ź
p
¨˚
˚˝˚ ÿ
λ1p,λpPΛp
λ1pďλp
µppλ1p, λpq1
`
respphq P Lpλpq˚p
˘ |Lpλ1pqp|
|H0pKp, T q|NK{Qppq
´νppdiscpλpqqs
‹˛‹‹‚
Lastly, we can undo the Mo¨bius inversion on λ1p to get factors at each place p that
look likeÿ
λpPΛp
1
`
respphq P Lpλpq˚p
˘ #tfp P Lp : xfp|Ipy “ λpu
|H0pKp, T q| NK{Qppq
´νppdiscpλpqqs
“
ÿ
λpPΛp
respphqPLpλpq
˚
p
#tfp P Lp : xfp|Ipy “ λpu
|H0pKp, T q| NK{Qppq
´νppdiscpλpqqs .
We now sum over the choices for fp instead of λp “ xfp|Ipy to get an equivalent local
factors of ÿ
fpPLp
respphqPLpxfp|Ip yq
˚
p
1
|H0pKp, T q|NK{Qppq
´νppdiscpλpqqs .
This is equal toQpph, fq as the condition respphq P Lpxf |Ipyqp is equivalent to xfp, respphqy “
1.
3.4.4 Applying a Tauberian Theorem
In Subsection 2.2.1, we proved Proposition 2.8 in order to compute the location and
order of the right most pole of an Euler product of Frobenian polynomials. We will
use this result to evaluate the rightmost pole of HLpsq. For each h P H1Lp0q˚pK, T˚q,
define
Qph, sq “
ź
p
Qpph, sq.
The main goal of this section is to prove the following proposition:
Proposition 3.15. Let L and disc be as in Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.8, and set
a “ adiscpLq and b “ bdiscpK,Lq. Then
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(i) Qph, sq converges absolutely for ℜpsq ą 1{a. Moreover, Qph, sqrF :Ks has a mero-
morphic continuation to an open neighborhood of ℜpsq ě 1{a with a pole at s “ 1{a
of order ď rF : Ksb.
(ii) Qp0, sqrF :Ks has a pole of order exactly rF : Ksb.
(iii) If Qph, sqrF :Ks has a pole at s “ 1{a of order rF : Ksc, then
lim
sÑp1{aq`
ps´ 1{aqcQph, sq ą 0.
This will complete the proof of Theorem 3.6 via the Tauberian theorem of Delange
[12] or the slightly improved version of Kato [18]:
Theorem 3.16. Suppose Dpsq “ ř cnn´s is a Dirichlet series which converges ab-
solutely for ℜpsq ą 1 such that Dpsqm has a meromorphic continuation to an open
neighborhood of ℜpsq ě 1 with a pole at s “ 1 of orde ℓ. We say Dpsq has a “fractional
pole” of order ℓ{m, andÿ
năX
cn „ 1
Γpℓ{mq
ˆ
lim
sÑ1`
ps´ 1qℓ{mDpsq
˙
XplogXq ℓm´1.
Proposition 3.15 would imply that HLpsq has a fractional pole at s “ 1{a of order
b, and the residue would be given by
lim
sÑp1{aq`
ps´ 1{aqbHLpsq “ |H
0pK,T q|
|H0pK,T˚q|
ÿ
hPH1
Lp0q˚
pK,T˚q
lim
sÑp1{aq`
ps´ 1{aqbQph, sq,
There is no cancellation because all the residues are nonnegative, and there is at least
one h with a positive residue given by h “ 0.
Proof of Proposition 3.15. We prove this via Proposition 2.8. Fix h P H1
Lp0q˚pK, T˚q.
L and disc Frobenian in F {K implies that for each p R S with
´
F {K
p
¯
“ C implies that
Qpph, sq “ 1|H0pKp, T q|
ÿ
fpPLp
xfp,respphqy“1
NK{Qppq´νppdiscpfpqqs
“ 1|H0pKC , T q|
ÿ
fCPLC
xfC ,resC phqy“1
NK{Qppq´νCpdiscpfCqqs
is Frobenian in F {K, where we define the Tate pairing on H1pKC , T q ˆ H1pKC , T˚q
in the natural way.
Proposition 2.8 then shows that Qph, sq converges absolutely for ℜpsq ą 1{apQ,hq
and Qph, sqrF :Ks has a meromorphic continuation with a pole at s “ 1{apQ,hq or order
rF : KsbpQ,hq, where the invariants are
apQ,hq “ min
σPGalpF {Kq
min
fσPLσ´H
1
urpKσ ,T q
xfσ,resσphqy“1
νσpdiscpfσqq
bpQ, fq “ 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
ÿ
fσPLσ
xfσ,resσphqy“1
νσpdiscpfσqq“apQ,hq
1
|H0pKσ, T q| .
Checking the a-invariant first we find that
apQ,hq ě min
σPGalpF {Kq
min
fσPLσ´H
1
urpKC ,T q
νσpdiscpfCqq “ a ,
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with equality if and only if xfσ, resσphqy “ 1 for some fσ attaining the minimum value.
Therefore Qph, sq has its rightmost pole at s “ 1{apQ,hq ď 1{a with equality at h “ 0
(and possibly some other values of h).
We do the same for the b-invariant to show that
bpQ,hq “ 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
#tfσ P Lσ : xfσ, resσphqy “ 1, νσpdiscpfσqq “ au
|H0pKσ, T q|
“ 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
|Lσrh, as|
|H0pKσ, T q|
where we define
LC rh, as “ tfσ P Lσ : xfσ, resσphqy “ 1, νσpdiscpfσqq “ au .
We remark that
1
rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
|Lσrh, as|
|H0pKσ, T q| ď
1
rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
|Lσras|
|H0pKσ, T q| “ b,
with equality if and only if Lσras is annihilated by resσphq under the Tate pairing for
all σ P GalpF {Kq. In particular, this is true for h “ 0. This proves parts (i) and (ii) of
Proposition 3.15. Part (iii) follows from the fact that Qpph, xq ą 0 for any real x ą 1{a,
which is easily checked and implies the limit is nonegative. The limit must be nonzero
as this is actually a fractional pole of the respective order.
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4 Applications to Number Field Counting
In Lemma 2.9 we proved that the family pH1pKp, T πqqp is Frobenian in F {K with F
containing the fixed field of kerπ and µ|T |. Conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.6 are
also trivially satisfied:
(a) This is not really a condition, it is just labelling S.
(b) This is trivial, as H1urpKC , T πq Ă H1pKC , T πq “ H1pKp, T πq for any regular
place with
´
F {K
p
¯
“ C.
In order to apply Theorem 3.6 we only need to check that the π-discriminant is
Frobenian and satisfies condition (c).
Lemma 4.1. The π-discriminant is Frobenian in F {K “ Lpµ|T |q{K, where L “ Kker π
is the fixed field of π. Moreover, discπ satisfies condition (c) of Theorem 3.6 for any
finite set of places S containing all p | |T |8 and all p ramified in F {K.
Proof. We first check the five properties for discπ to be Frobenian:
(a) By construction, L is the field of definition of T . The field of definition of T˚ “
HompT, µ|T |q is certainly contained in F “ Lpµ|T |q, so that F contains the fields
of definition of both T and T˚.
(b) This is not really a condition, just choose S to be exactly the set of places ramified
in F together with all places p | |T |8.
(c) The π-discriminant is defined on crossed homomorphisms and Lemma 1.4 implies
it factors through the quotient by the coboundary relation, so it suffices to prove
this condition for crossed homomorphisms. By the definition, νppdiscpf ˚ πqq
depends only on pf ˚ πq|Ip , and both π and discpπq being constant implies that
νppdiscπpfqq depends only on f |Ip .
(d) If f P H1urpKp, T q, then f |Ip “ 1. This implies pf˚πq|Ip “ π|Ip , so that νppdiscpf˚
πqq “ νppdiscpπqq, i.e. νppdiscπpfqq “ 0. Conversely, if p R S and νppdiscpfqq “ 0
it follows that π|Ip “ 1 so that f ˚ π|Ip “ f |Ip and
0 “ νppdiscpf ˚ πqq ´ νppdiscpπqq
“ νppdiscpf ˚ πqq,
which implies f |Ip “ f ˚ π|Ip “ 1.
(e) If p R S, we already concluded that νppdiscπpfqq “ νppdiscpf ˚ πqq. We chose S
large enough so that p ∤ |T |8, so in particular p may only be tamely ramified.
Let tp be a generator of tame ramification. Then the discriminant associated to
G Ă Sn is given by the index of a permutation:
νppdiscpf ˚ πqq “ indpfpτpqπptpqq “ indpfpτpqq,
where indpσq “ n ´#torbits of σu. Lemma 2.9 implies that this is the same as
indpfpτ qq for the generator τ P Gm. This depends only on σ “
´
F {K
p
¯
” m
mod |T | (up to conjugaction), so we may take νσpresppfqq “ indpfpτ qq.
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Next we check condition (c) of Theorem 3.6. For p not ramified in π and p ∤ |T |8, it
follows that π|Ip “ 1 and p ∤ |T |8 so it must be tamely ramified. Therfore
νppdiscπpfqq “ νppdiscpf ˚ πqq
“
ÿ
OPrns{pf˚πqpIpq
ˆ |O|
|O{pf ˚ πqpGp,iq| ´ 1
˙
“ n´ |rns{pf ˚ πqpIpq|
“ n´ |rns{fpIpq|,
where we write rns “ t1, 2, ..., nu for the set of n letters. The tame inertia group is
procyclic, so choose some tp P Ip which is a generator for tame inertia. Then
νppdiscπpfqq “ n´#torbits of fpτpqu “ indpfpτpqq.
The number of orbits of x P Sn is the same as the number of orbits of xN for
any N coprime to the order of x, and xf |Ipy “ xf 1|Ipy implies fpτpq “ f 1pτpqN for
some N coprime to the order of fptpq. This implies indpfpτpqq “ indpf 1pτpqq, and so
νppdiscpfqq “ νppdiscpf 1qq.
This implies Theorem 1.5 is a special case of Theorem 3.6 with Lp “ H1pKp, T q for
all p and disc “ discπ, where it now suffices to check that the a- and b- invariants agree.
For convenience, let ApT q “ tt P T : indptq “ apT qu. This is the set that determines
the a- and b-invariants.
Lemma 4.2. Let G Ă Sn be a transitive subgroup, T Ĳ G an abelian ℓ-group, and
π : GK Ñ G a homomorphism. If L is defined by the trivial relations Lp “ H1pKp, T q
for all places p then
adiscπ pLq “ apT q
and
bdiscπ pK,Lq “ bpK,T πq,
the invariants given by the Malle-Bhargava principle.
This proof takes advantage of the fact that we can explicitely realize the product
of local factors given in the Malle-Bhargava principle as a summand of the Dirichlet
series HLpsq.
Proof. Recall the notation from Proposition 3.8. Proposition 3.15 and the equivalence
of discπ and disc
S
π on L
S implies that the series
Qp0, sq “
ź
pRS
1
|H1pKp, T πq|
ÿ
fpPH1pKp,Tπqq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s
has its rightmost pole at s “ 1{adiscπ pLq of order bdiscπ pK,Lq. However, Proposition
2.6 implies
Qp0, sq “
ź
pPS
¨˝
1
|H0pKp, T πq|
ÿ
fpPH1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s‚˛
´1
ˆ
ź
p
1
|T |
ÿ
fpPZ1pKp,Tπq
NK{Qpdiscπpfpqq´s .
The product over S is holomorphic, and the product over all primes has its rightmost
pole at s “ 1{apT q of order bpK,T πq by Theorem 2.5. Qp0, sq can have at most one
rightmost pole on the real line, which concludes the proof.
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This proves Theorem 1.5 as a special case of Theorem 3.6, but these results actually
prove a little more. We allowed ourselves to restrict local conditions at finitely many
irregular places and still obtained the same order of magnitude. We can restrict local
conditions at infinitely many local places as well, so long as the splitting behavior is
only restricted at finitely many places, and the order of magnitude of the main term
will then be given by the a- and b-invariants in Theorem 3.6.
4.1 Counting α-extensions for T abelian
We can now perform an inclusion-exclusion argument to prove the same asymptotic for
NpL{K,α;Xq as stated in Corollary 1.6. Again, we will realize this as a special case
of a more general result:
Theorem 4.3. Fix G Ă Sn a transitive subgroup, T Ĳ G an abelian normal subgroup
with B :“ G{T , and α P H2pB, T q. If L{K is a fixed B-extension, π a (not neces-
sarily surjective) solution to the embedding problem for α, and L and disc satisfy the
hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 then the limit
lim
XÑ8
|tf P H1L,discpK, T π;Xq : f ˚ π surjectiveu|
|H1
L,discpK,T π;Xq|
exists and is nonegative. Moreover, we can say more in special cases:
(i) If π is surjective then the limit is positive.
(ii) If
T “ xfpIpq : f P Lp, p R Sy
then the limit is positive.
(iii) If
T “ xfpIpq : f P LpradiscpLqs, p R Sy
then the limit is 1.
Suppose we take the trivial local conditions Lp “ H1pKp, T q. We noted in the proof
of Proposition 2.11 that for any t P T and p R S such that FrppF {Kq “ 1 then there
exists an f P H1pKp, T q such that fpτpq “ t. This implies
T “
ď
pRS
fPLp
fpIpq ,
satisfies the conditions in part (ii), realizing Corollary 1.6 as a special case of Theorem
4.3 for
NpL{K,α;Xq “ |T {TG| ¨ |tf P H1L,discπ pK,T π;Xq : f ˚ π surjectiveu| .
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Theorem 3.6 tells us
|H1L,discpK,T π;Xq| „ cdiscpK,LqX1{adiscpLqplogXqbdiscpK,Lq´1.
We will perform an inclusion-exclusion in order to count the f for which f ˚ π is
surjective. We note that fpGKq ď T implies f ˚ π ” π mod T , so that π a solution
to the embedding problem for α over L{K implies πpGKqT “ G and so in turn pf ˚
πqpGKqT “ G. We can partition H1LpK,T πq based on the image of f ˚ π, where we
remark that the image is only well-defined up to the coboundary relation, i.e. up to
conjugation by T .
H
1
LpK,T πq “
ž
HďG
HT“G
#
f P H1LpK, T πq :
ď
tPT
pf ˚ πqpGKqt “ H
+
.
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Taking cardinalities and bounding the discriminant by X we get
|H1L,discpK,T π;Xq| “
ÿ
HďG
HT“G
#
#
f P H1L,discpK,T π;Xq :
ď
tPT
pf ˚ πqpGKqt “ H
+
.
For any H closed under conjugation by T with HT “ G suppose that there exists at
least one fH such that ď
tPT
pfH ˚ πqpGKqt Ă H .
Then we claim that the map f ÞÑ f ˚ f´1H induces a bijection#
f P H1LpK,T πq :
ď
tPT
pf ˚ πqpGKqt Ă H
+
Ø H1LH pK, pH X T qπq ,
where LH is defined by pLHqp “ Lp XH1pKp, pH X T qπq. First we need to check that
pH X T qπ is well-defined, which would follow from H X T Ĳ G. T Ĳ G implies that
H X T Ĳ H , and T abelian implies H X T Ĳ T so that H X T Ĳ HT “ G. Next, we
remark that for any f a crossed homomorphism representative on the left hand side
pf ˚ f´1H qpGKq Ă T
by definition, and
pf ˚ f´1H qpGKq Ă pf ˚ π ˚ π´1 ˚ f´1H qpGKq
Ă pf ˚ πqpGKqpfH ˚ πqpGKq´1
Ă H ,
which implies pf ˚ f´1H qpGKq Ă H X T . For the reverse inclusion we remark that the
inverse map f ÞÑ f ˚ fH satisfies
pf ˚ fH ˚ πqpGKq Ă fpGKqpfH ˚ πqpGKq
“ pH X T qH
“ H .
For each H fix a choice of fH , so that we define discHpfq “ discpf ˚ f´1H q (for example,
we can choose fG “ 1). Define
M “
#
H ď G : HT “ G,@t P T Ht “ H, Df P H1LpK,T πq s.t.
ď
tPT
pf ˚ πqpGKq Ă H
+
,
which is a lattice of subgroups of G ordered by inclusion. Let µM be the corresponding
Mo¨bius function. Partitioning by the image implies that
|H1LH ,discH pKpHXT qπ;Xq| “
ÿ
H1ďH
H1PM
#
#
f P H1L,discpK,T π;Xq :
ď
tPT
pf ˚ πqpGKqt “ H 1
+
,
so that a Mo¨bius inversion implies
#
#
f P H1L,discpK,T π;Xq :
ď
tPT
pf ˚ πqpGKqt “ H
+
“
ÿ
H1ďH
H1PM
µM pH,H 1q|H1LH1 ,discH1 pK, pH
1XT qπ;Xq| .
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We remark that fH is only ramified at finitely many places, which implies νpdisc and
νpdiscH agree at all but finitely many places. This implies the pair pLH ,discHq also
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 and
adiscH pLHq “ adiscpLHq bdiscH pK,LHq “ bdiscpK,LHq .
Theorem 3.6 then implies
|  f P H1L,discpK,T π;Xq : f ˚ π surjective( |
„
ÿ
HPM
µM pG,HqcdiscH pK,LHqX1{adiscpLHqplogXqbdiscpK,LH q´1 .
We remark that M is finite, so we do not need to be concerned with the error term.
This implies the limit in question exists and is given by
1
cdiscpK,Lq
ÿ
HPM
adiscpLHq“adiscpLq
bdiscpK,LHq“bdiscpK,Lq
µM pG,HqcdiscH pK,LHq .
It is necessarily nonegative because it is a limit of positive terms. For parts (i),(ii), and
(iii) it suffices to consider what kinds of cancellation there is.
Part (i): Enlarge S to contain a finite set of places p such that tπpFrpq : p P Su “ G,
which exists by Chebotarev density. Let Lπ be defined by
pLπqp “
#
0 p P S
Lp else .
Then the map f ÞÑ f ˚ π gives a bijection
H
1
Lπ
pK,T πq Ø tf P H1LpK,T πq : f |GKp “ π|GKp u .
Moreover, for any f P H1Lπ pK,T πq it necessarily follows that
G “ tπpFrpq : p P Su
“ tpf ˚ πqpFrpq : p P Su
ď pf ˚ πqpGKq ,
which implies the map f ÞÑ f ˚ π induces an inclusion
H
1
Lπ
pK,T πq ãÑ tf P H1L,discpK,T π;Xq : f ˚ π surjectiveu ,
which implies
lim
XÑ8
|tf P H1L,discpK,T π;Xq : f ˚ π surjectiveu|
|H1
L,discpK, T π;Xq|
ě lim
XÑ8
|H1Lπ,discpK,T π;Xq|
|H1
L,discpK,T π;Xq|
.
Lπ and L agree at all but finitely many places, which implies that their a- and b-
invariants are the same. In particular this implies
lim
XÑ8
|tf P H1L,discpK,T π;Xq : f ˚ π surjectiveu|
|H1
L,discpK,T π;Xq|
ě cdiscpK,Lπq
cdiscpK,Lq ą 0 .
Part (ii): We will prove that (iii) implies (ii), so that it suffices to prove (iii).
Consider the discriminant given by the product of ramified places outside of S,
ramSpfq “
ź
pRS
fpIpq‰1
p .
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This trivially satifies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 with adiscpLq “ 1 and for all p R S,
Lpr1s “ Lp ´ H1urpKp, T q, so that in particular resIppLpr1sq “ resIppLpq ´ t0u. This
implies
xfpIpq : f P Lp, p R Sy “ xfpIpq : f P Lpr1s, p R Sy ,
so ramS falls under case (iii). By assumption, part (iii) implies that there exists at
least one fG such that fG ˚ π is surjective. This implies that there exists a surjective
solution to the embedding problem.
Let
T
1 “ xfpIpq : f P LpradiscpLqs, p R Sy ď T .
T 1 is a submodule of T , which in particular implies T 1 is an abelian normal subgroup
of G. Part (iii) then implies
lim
XÑ8
|tf P H1LT 1 ,discpK, pT
1qfG˚π;Xq : f ˚ pfG ˚ πq surjectiveu|
|H1
L
T 1 ,disc
pK, pT 1qfG˚π ;Xq| “ 1 ,
where LT 1 is the family given by pLT 1 qp “ Lp X H1pKp, T 1q. T 1 ď T abelian implies
that T fG˚π “ T π is the same Galois module. This implies that the map f ÞÑ f ˚ f´1G
induces an inclusion
tf P H1LT 1 ,discpK, pT
1qfG˚π;Xq : f ˚ pfG ˚ πq surjectiveu ãÑ tf P H1LT 1 ,discpK,T
π;Xq : f ˚ π surjectiveu .
We also remark that the definition of T 1 implies that pLT 1 qpradiscpLqs “ LpradiscpLqs,
so that
adiscpLT 1q “ adiscpLq, bdiscpK,LT 1 q “ bdiscpK,Lq .
Thus Theorem 3.6 implies |H1L
T 1 ,disc
pK, pT 1qπ;Xq| and |H1L,discpK,T π;Xq| have the
same order of magnitude. Therefore
lim
XÑ8
|tf P H1L,discpK,T π;Xq : f ˚ π surjectiveu|
|H1
L,discpK,T π;Xq|
ě lim
XÑ8
|H1LT 1 ,discpK, pT
1qπ;Xq|
|H1
L,discpK,T π;Xq|
“ cdiscpK,LT 1 q
cdiscpK,T q
ą 0 .
Part (iii): Suppose H PM is such that adiscpLHq “ adiscpLq. Then by definition
bdiscpK,LHq “ 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
|pLHqσradiscpLqs|
|H0pKσ, T πq|
ď 1rF : Ks
ÿ
σPGalpF {Kq
|LσradiscpLqs|
|H0pKσ, T πq|
“ bdiscpK,Lq ,
with equality if and only if
|pLHqσradiscpLqs| “ |LσradiscpLqs|
for all σ Ă GalpF {Kq. By definition, pLHqσ “ Lσ XH1pKσ, pH X T qπq Ă Lσ so that
pLHqσradiscpLqs Ă LσradiscpLqs .
Suppose these are equal. This implies that for every p R S and f P LpradiscpLqs that
fpIpq Ă H , which implies
xfpIpq : f P LpradiscpLqs, p R Sy ď H X T .
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By assumption for part (iii) this implies T “ H X T , so that H P M and the second
isomorphism theorem implies
|G| “ |T |rG : T s
“ |T |rHT : T s
“ |T |rH : H X T s
“ |T | |H ||H X T |
“ |H | ,
so that H “ G. This implies that all terms with H ‰ G necessarily satisfy
|H1LH ,discH pK, pH X T qπ;Xq| “ opX1{adiscpLqplogXqbdiscpK,Lq´1´ǫq .
Therefore the limit has only one summand given by
lim
XÑ8
|tf P H1L,discpK,T π;Xq : f ˚ π surjectiveu|
|H1
L,discpK,T π;Xq|
“ cdiscGpK,Lq
cdiscpK,Lq .
WLOG we can take fG “ 1 by p1˚πqpGKq “ πpGKq Ă G so that discG “ disc showing
that the limit is equal to 1.
4.2 Lower Bounds for Malle’s Conjecture
We are now ready to prove the lower bounds for Malle’s conjecture proper detailed in
the introduction.
Proof of Corollary 1.7. If there exists a G-extension given by π, then we fix the subex-
tension L{K fixed by T and the extension class α. Then Corollary 1.6 implies
NpK,G;Xq " NpL{K,α;Xq " X1{apT qplogXqbpK,Tπq´1.
If there exists a t P T with indptq “ apGq, then minimality implies apGq “ apT q and
bpK,T πq ě 1 implies
NpK,G;Xq " X1{apGq.
If ApGq Ă T , then ApGq “ ApT q and Turkelli’s modification to Malle’s conjecture
asserts that
BpK,Gq “ max
NĲG
NĲT
apNq“apT q
max
ϕ:GKÑG
ϕ”π mod N
bpK,Nϕq
“ max
π:GKÑG
πpGKqT“G
bpK, xApT qyπq ,
noting that T is abelian, so the number of orbits is maximal when the conjugacy classes
of ApT q are of minimal size, i.e. are trivial in the abelian subgroup xApT qy ď T . For
abelian groups, the conjugacy classes of xApT qy and T are the same, which implies
BpK,Gq “ max
π:GKÑG
πpGK qT“G
bpK,T πq .
Choosing some π that achieves this maximum corresponding to a B-extension L{K
implies bpK,T πq “ BpK,Gq and
NpK,G;Xq " NpL{K,α;Xq " X1{apGqplogXqBpK,Gq´1.
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Corollary 1.8 then follows immediately by choosing g P G which commutes with its
conjugates such that indpgq “ a and setting T “ xgx : x P Gy. This is an abelian group
with a “ apT q. The result then follows from Corollary 1.7.
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